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EVANGELICAL VISITOR.
The Earth Shall Be Full Of The Knowledge Of The Lord As The Waters Cover The Sea,--Isa, Ito.

" S O M E TRUST I N CHARIOTS AND SOME I N HORSES; BUT W E W I L L REMEMBER T H E NAME O F T H E L O R D OUR GOD."—Psa. 20:7.

VOLUME XV.

A81LHNE, KA^SW, AUGUST 15, 1901.

NUMBER 16
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THE LIFE BOAT.
We're floating down the stream of time.
We have not long to stay;
The stormy clouds of darkness
Will turn to brightest day:
Then let us all take courage,
For we're not l»ft alone;
The life-boat soon is coming
To gather the jewels home.
CHOHUS.

Then cheer, my brother, cheer
Our trials will soon be o'er,
Our loved ones we will meet, will meet,
Upon the golden shore;
We're pilgrims and we're strangers here,
We're seeking a oity to come,
The life boat soon is coming
To gather the jewels home.
Sometimes we've felt discouraged,
And thought it all in vain,
For us to live a christian life,
And walk in Jesus' Name,
But then we heard the Master say,
I'll lend a helping hand;
And if you'll only trust me
I'll guide you to that land.
The life-boat soon is coming,
By the eye of faith I Bee,
As Bhe sweepB thro' the waters
To rescue you and me,
And land us safely in the p o r t
With friends we love so dear.
"Get ready," cries the Captain.
Oh! look, she is almost here.
Yes, see her coming o'er the tide
With banners all unfurled;
She comes from heavenly ports afar,
To take us from the world. .
"Vboard, aboard," the Captain cries,
"Let every pilgrim come,
And once upon the life-boat,
I'll bear you safely home."
Behold all things are ready now,
'''he bells begin to ring,
The Captain stands upon the prow,
And all the pilgrims sing.
The breezes fill the canvas,
The waters rush and foam,
For we're upon the life-boat,
And on our journey home.
Far out upon the widening sea
Our Captain steers the way,
And yonder in the eastern skies
We see the gleaming day.
Oh, yes, we see the distant shore,
We hear the ransomed sing,
And every breeze that comes this way
The sweetest oders bring.
Oh wondrons joy we're home at last,
We've reached the golden shore!
And here we'll live, and sing and praise,
Vnd shout for evermore.
We're welcomed by our Savior here
And friends and loved ones oome;
While angel throngs and ransomed saints
All bid us welcome home!
—Selected.

and bring forth fruit, and that your
fruit should remain, etc."
The fruit in question here is no
E A B B E A D E B S let us further doubt the souls tnat are to oe won
consider this subject of abiding for the Master by the effectual labors
in Him as a branch of the true vine of His children. Every member of
as found in John 15:7 Jesus says, Christ's body ( t h e church) is ex"If ye abide in me, and my words pected of the Master, Jesus like, to
abide in you, ye shall ask what ye be about our Father's business and
will and it shall be done unto you." that, busiuess is to use all lawful
What a gracious promise this is to means for the salvation of the lost.
all those who meet the conditions, Every one out of Christ is lost, not
and here the conditions are clearly going to be lost. Jesus came to
defined. We have noticed before seek and save the lost and to acthat to abide we must be fruitful complish this he now uses instrubranches, otherwise we shall be .cut mentalities.
off aud wither until fit only for the
Brothers aud sisters are you inburning. Just how long the Father
terestested in the salvation of the
will be g}acious and longsnffering
lost of earth ? And are you doing
we are unable to say.
what you can in helping to rescue
In Luke 13 Jesus uses the parable the perishing?
of an unfruitful fig tree saying,
In John 4 Jesus said, "Say not
"Behold these three years I come ye there are yet four months aud
seeking fruit on this fig tree aud then cometh harvest, behold I say
find none: cut it down why cumber- unto you lift up your eyes aud look
eth it the g r o u n d ? '
"Then the on the fields; for they are white aldresser answered saying Lord let it ready to harvest."
alone this year also till I shall dig
"And he that reapeth receiveth
about it and dung it: and if it bear wages, and gathereth fruit unto
fruit well; and if not, then after that eternal life." Here again undoubtthou shalt cut it down." Here we edly the fruit means the souls ressee exemplified the spirit of long cued from sin and destruction. " H e
suffering1, which is one of the fruits thatgoeth forth and weepeth bearof the Spirit.
ing precious seed shall donbtlefs
Is there not an important les ou come again with rejoicing, bringing
for us as brethren to learn that we his sheaves with him."—Psa. 126:6.
be not too hasty in passing judgment
In the great harvest field of t h e
upon the brother or sister who ap- world there is much work to do and
parently does not show the spirit of the poet sings,
Jesus possibly as much as we would
"Something for each of as now to do."
love to see or as they should accordAnd Paul says this is the day of
ing to the Word. So long as there salvation now is the accepted time,
is no sin unto death we should be and Jesus said, " H e that is not for
very slow and careful not to excom- me is against me, and he that gathermunicate from church fellowship, eth not with me scattereth abroad."
until we have tried all lawful and By this we see that all who are
gospel means to restore such an one branches of the vine are fruit bearto usefulness as a member of the ers, or in other words soul winners.
body.
I n the natural body we Aud by the purging process we are
would not amputate even the little cleansed from those things that may
finger as long as there were hopes hiuder us from bringiug forth more
of saving it. How much less should fruit as in verse 2.
we have pleasure in dismembering
Paul says Bom. 1:13, "Now L
one of the least of GorTs children would not have yon ignorant brethwhere there is uo sin.
ren, that oftentimes I purposed to
We shall look at a few more of come unto yon, (but was let hitherthe fruits that,are expected to grow to), that I might have some fruit
on the branch of the true vine.
an-ong you also even as among other
Verse 16 Jesus said, "Ye have not gentiles."
chosen me, but I have chosen you,
The foregoing may possibly have
and ordained you that ye should go reference to the same kind as the
For the EVAGELIOAL
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ABIDING IN JESUS.
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following where the Apostle refers
to the Phillippian church as having
Bent ouce and again unto his necessities, "Not because I desire a gift;
but I desire fruit that may abound
to your account."—Phill. 4:17.
Thus we may have fruit to our
account in the day of reckoning
when Jesus comes to reward his
servants if we are ready to supply
the need of those who Paul like go
forth giving all their time and labor
for the advancement of God's cause
and especially in supplying the need
of those whom God has called to go
among the heathen to bring unto
them the word of life.
And Jesus took the smallest thing
to show us this when H e said, "Whosoever shall give you a cup of water
to drink in my name because ye belong to Christ verily I say unto you,
he shall not lose his reward."—Mark
9:41.
May we not then well say with
the poet,
"And the least you do for Jesus will be precious in His sight."

"Cry out and shout thou inhabitant
of Zion; for great is the Holy one
of Israel in the midst of thee."—Isa.
12:6. Head the entire 12th chapter
of Isaiah.
"Now the God of peuce that
brought again from the dead our
Lord Jesus, that gr p at shepherd of
the sheep through the blood of the
everlasting covenant, make you perfect in every good work to do his
will working in you that which is
well pleasing in his sight through
Jesus Christ; to whom be glory for
ever and ever Amen."—Heb. 13:
20, 21.
"Herein is my Father glorified
that ye bear MUCH fruit so shall ye
be my diciples."—John 15:8.
As the branch cannot bear fruit
of itself but alone by the life that
flows out from the viue into the
branch so we can do nothing of ourselves only as the Holy Spirit brings
life into us. Therefore Paul said,
" I t is God that worketh in you both
to will and to do of his good pleasure."—Phill. 2:13.
Thus we see that which is required on our part to be a fruitful
branch of the vine is perfect submission to the will of God. Let us
then lie low at His feet where we
cau hear the faintest whisperings of
the Spirit and when He says this is
the way walk ye in it let us obey,
"for to obey is better than sacrifice
and to hearken than the fat of rams,
for disobedience is like the sin of
witchcraft and stubbornness as iniquity aud idolatry." Yours in the

I t is encouraging to us to know
that while the Lord expects all His
children to do what they can in
gathering in the great harvest, yet
he asks no impossibilities from any
man. 'Therefore if we can do no
more than pray as Jesus said that
the Lord of the harvest would send
forth laborers into His harvest, then
let us do that faithfully and fervently. So that when the spoils are
gathered up we may also receive our
share and that He may say unto us
in that day, "Well done good and
faith.
NOAH ZOOK.
faithful servant," etc.
Then there is the fruit of rightThe lives of St. Augustine, of
eousness that couies through the
chastening (or purging) to which John Newton, of Jerry McAuley,
all are subject for our advancement prove that the God of transmutation,
in the Christian life and greater who taught us to bring brilliant
usefulness in his service. Heb. 12:- dyes, healing remedies, exquisite
11. And also the fruit of our lips, perfumes, from waste coal-tar, cai
"By Him therefore let us offer the transform the character that is put
sacrifice of praise to God continually, in His hands and make a repudiated
that is the fruit of our lips giving past thrillingly vital in the sympathy
thanks unto His Name."-Heb. 13:15. and pity, fidelity and love, of a beauWe have so much to praise the tiful and fruitful future,—M, D.
Lord for, BO like the Psalmist said, Babcock.
"Thy praise shall continually be in
my mouth."
"To be angry about trifles is low
There is so much to praise the
and
childish; to rage and be furious
Lord for in this Holy Ghost dispen
eation that the Prophet Isaiah said, Us brutish."
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THE SURE WORD.

W

E HAVE no other word, than
that which has been given,
the Word of the Lord. It is that
which Jesus has revealed with His
own blood. The Apostles died the
martyr's death for its truths. It is
the same that the Wesleys, J^hn
Kuox and many others have stood as
witnesses to. I t also is that Word
that Ingersol would dare to deny.
Voltaire tried to prove by evolution
that the Word is pot irue: yet like
the anvil on which many hammers
have been worn out, it stands undingedl I t is that Word of inspiration that speaks as never man spake,
and while men look at its wonderful
truth, many times they are staggered
in their blind unbelief. How is it
with you my brother? As the Word
comes to you is it mixed with faith,
or is there much reasoning?
One word that tells the whole
secret of the failure of the ten spies
was, "Nevertheless," Num. 13;28.
The word in itself seems harmless,
but oh, it means much in using it as
the ten spies. They had been to
spy out the land that God had
promised to them. Upon returning
to their brethren they began to
witness. What a wonderful experience meeting that must have been.
They told all about what they had
seen and it was all just as the Lord
had spoken unto them. Good. But
the poor unbelieving men of God
they put in the "nevertheless" and
began to tell all the discouraging
things about the land and the great
difficulties on the other side. But
the two who were filled with the
Spirit and faith cried out, "Let us
L*O up at once we are well able to
overcome it."—Num. 13:30. This
stirred the unbelieving ten. They
uo loDger only saw the discouraging
hings that stood before them, but
*8 people always do, they went from
bad to worse and brought up an evil
report of the land (Num. 13:32j.
What a sad picture—before them
all the congregation sinning. (Num.
14:1-4). Soon they saw their sad
mistake and the cry among them
was, "We will go up."—Num. 4:45,
but the death blow was given. God
said no. How awful the sight.
Brother how do we witness?

DQ
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we say in union with the Word,
"Come let us go up." The Holy
Ghost said through St Paul, "If ye
be riseu with Christ seek those
things whi^h are above."—Col. :l-3
I t is if ye be risen then seek. Some
of us had a good experience of being resurrected with Christ, now to
walk in newness of life. But are we
in union with the next sentence, viz,
seeking those things which are
above? Has God perhaps even
shown you some of the things that
are on before, but you with that unbelieving "nevertheless" to the interpretation of God's truth are discouraging the seeking souls who are
longing to go up? Or are you
showing as you think the dangers
and terrible difficulties that are in
the way as did the ten spies ?
Perhaps some one seemed to fall
at that place and you wish to show
these errors. But dear brother,
no soul can see the truth through
error, you must reveal the truth to
show the error. But oh. so many
have fallen since the cry has come,
"Seek those things which are above."
We must warn them, true, but how
did they fall ? With their eyes on
those things which are above? Or
did some one wish to show them the
danger; another wished to show
them some one who had well gotten
along in the journey of christian experience? While one would turn
them in unbelief the other would
turn them after some weak vessel of
the Lord of which both prove fatal.
The only center for every true believer is Jesus. Jno. 2:27.
Erroneous and good men may be
wrong for you to follow. St Paul
says "follow me as I follow Christ."
So He is as you see the perfect
pattern. Brethren are we seeking
those things which are above? If
so, are we with believing faith provoking others to the same? The
word is "seek." Strange a seeker
should never do anything he would
not need to, some things may seem
of no special profit. I t is true be
may turn over many stones beneath
which is no gold, but no matter the
gold is to be found. Only continue
t o be steadfast in the Lord and you
shall indeed be partakers of Christ.
Heb.

3:14

Ha-vaaa,Teias.

S. H. ZOOK!
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"YOU."

L

AST night after I retired, I
found I could not sleep, but
that imagination was bringing up
vivid pictures before my mind, and
it was not until the morning sun
was about to arise that I dropped off
into a dreamless slumber.
Will you follow me, as I try to
repicture the vision that came
upon me.
I thought of the human race, as
represented bv but one solitary soul,
one over whom countless ages had
rolled, time had not stamped its
wrinkles on that brow, nor had the
hair whitened from its raven blackness, for the outer man had been renewed by a master-hand, so that
living representative of the human
race glowed with beauty and all the
seeming graces of youth. But as 1
looked, I saw this beauty was outward ouly, and partook of the likeness and satanic beauty of our ArchEnemy—below his paintings into
the inner life, I saw how black and
distorted the soul really was. As I
gazed upon this picture, I saw the
handiwork of him who has turned
this garden into a wilderness, and
who paints even death to look like
life, who makes corruption to put on
the garb of health and beauty, and
who is fast hastening the time when
antichrist that human type of himself shall burst upon the world.
I first thought of myself as hav
ing once been this representative
man, and then, I put you, my
reader, the one who is still unsaved
and may read this, as the One Solitary One, who is still living under
the authority and care of the Prince
of this World. I thought of you as
being in Adam in that beautiful garden of E d e n ; I saw into your soul
then as you walked in innocency before God; you partook of the purity
of God, you bore the stamp of His
Image.
Again I saw you after Satan had
approached you with his lies about
God, and now your soul has lost its
purity, its likeness to your Maker.
You hadlistenedto theTempter, you
had believed his lies, an evil unbelieving heart had taken possession

assent to your new god's leadings
and his work in your own soul.
As the years rolled on I saw yonr
soul getting more black and deformed; I saw satan rejoicing over
his infernal work, whilst he mightily labored to keep your outer appearance fresh and fair. I saw you,
every now and then, as your bondage became hateful, endeavor t o
break away from your tyrant lord,
and seek to establish an independent kingdom; I saw you, even at
times trying to serve the true God,
your maker, regardless of the fact
of your past with all its treason, and
guilt, and blind to your present inability to serve Him aright or pleasingly, owing to the hideousness of
your own soul.
But during all those passing years
God has loved you, and has sought
to bring you back to Himself, His
warning, loving voice has followed
you all down these ages; H e points
out the awful doom, the eternal separation with all its horrors that
awaits you; H e longs that you
should have a heart that would fear
Him and that would keep H i s commandments, that it might be well
with you, and that H e might bless
you, even as He did in your days of
innocency, but still you lived on,
Solitary One, undmindful of His
longing cry; you are still without
that heart and without that fear.
His voice still invites you to come
and reason together, you and your
rightful Lord. He declares; "though
your sins be as scarlet they shall be
white as snow, though they be red
as crimson they shall be as wool."
You hear the voice of the lovingly
Lord calling you back to Him that
you.may wash and be clean, but you
hear so indistinctly! You do not
comprehend your own blackness of
soul, you are not to be reasoned
with, and in your rebellion you
turn with redoubled ardour to the
following of the deceiver, who has
already worked you so much evil.
Soon he will lead you to that stepping off place into eternity, into
that moment when shall be no more,
when your last opportunity of repentance shall be gone, when your
mortal eyes shall close in death,
when your body shall moulder

of yon, and now you gave a ready .away in, the dost, and. yonr spirit
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upon Himself your very humanity;
your nature is H i s ; your blood
courses through His veins; your
temptations, your surroundings, your
trials are His also. Yes, more than
all this, oh, matchless love, your
black, guilty past, with all its sinful, awful consequences to your own
soul has become linked to Him, by
His taking upon Himself your humanity; you, solitary soul, are under
a curse, but He has become that
curse for you.
Unsaved reader, you who must
one day staud before your God, look
upon Him now, the Sinless One;
look upon your God; your blood
flows in His viens; your human na>
ture beams out of His eyes. Hear
Him, as He tells you to lay your
heavy load of sin upon Him; listen
as He lovingly entreats you to
come to God, for pardon and purity.
Truly He, your Savior and your
God. has become the Son of Man,
But as I thus picture the past his- and has "power on earth to forgive
tory of this solitary soul, this re- your sins" and His blood has been
presentative man, as you hurry on shed that you might be cleansed
from this garden of innocency to from all sin.
this dreadful lake of fire prepared
Look at Him steadily, solitary
only for the devil and his angels,
soul,
look at Him as He yields up
Another ste'ps across your pathway.
His
life's
blood for you. Look, for
" As look at the One who now bars
' y o u r downward career, I see it is there is life in this look, if you deGod; once long ago ere the black sire to escape the guilty past, if you
' past had settled upon you, you met desire to be washed and made clean.
' ' Him in that beautiful time of inno- He, your God, not only forgives
'• cency, in, as it were, your childhood you the countless wrongs of the
- d a y s , before you knew the evil one past, but He takes your very nature
s^-you had met Him, you had heard to the cross; He suffers and dies the
His voice, you had loved His pres- Just One for the unjust one, to bring
' 'etjce, but y< u c m.d not see Him, you to God. That awful, that black
for He is a Spirit and no man ever heart of unbelief and indifference,
yet saw the face of God. But now must surely break at such wonderful
H e again comes befoi-e you; again long-suffering love.
Look at Him upon that cruel
H e comes into the world made a
wilderness by sin's curse and seeks cross, for it is there you can see how
to arrest your course as you would much He loves you, even to His
' plunge madly into hell. One time giving Himself a willing sacrifice
;
you could not. gaze upon Him, but for you, and thus H e hurls back into
now you can do so; as you look at satan's face, the lie that was palmed
Him, solitary soul, take full note, off upon you in yonder garden; the
for you are looking at your own lie that made it appear that He was
likeness—way back in the ages you withholding His best from you. Rewere created in the image of God, member, oh my soul, how He has
but you forfeited that image and told you in Eden that in the day
•wandered away from Him, but God that you should eat of the forbidin the richness of His mercy never den fruit you should surely die—
ceased to seek after you and now He remember how long has been the
has come to earth and created Him- separation between yourself and
self after your likeness; after your God; remember how near you have
image:—yes, H e has actually taken k been, but for His long time mercy,

.,.

with all its blackness and rebellion
towards God shall take its flight to
the Prison Home of the evil spirits,
there to look forward to the sure
time when you shall be called from
hell to again take possession of your
resurrected body and to meet your
God before His great white throne.
Well you know, Solitary One, that
if you are thus, all black and
stained, to stand before that awf ul
tribunal, you cannot claim that your
name is recorded in the Book
of Life, you will have to admit the
justice of the sentence that calls you
from hell, from your prison house,
only to consign you to the lake of
fire (Rev. 20:13,14) there to again
meet with him who has been the
cause of your ruin, and who has also
been cast before you into this fearful place, where he shall be tor •
men
20:1ted day and night forever, (Rev.

°)
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in being eternally separated from
Him.
Unsaved reader, you who are in
my thonghts as the one lonely representative of the human race, have
you followed as I have tried to briefly retrace your steps, from innocency, through your lifetime of sin
to this supreme moment when you
stand before the cross Christ, and
witness a Savior's death for you,
that you might be brought back to
God. Dare you say that He died
unnecessarily; that you have not deserved thus to be punished for your
sins?can you plead your own righteousness as an excuse for not profiting by this way of escape? Do you
count the blood of Christ an unholy
thiug, an unnecessary sacrifice? oh,
beware of treading under foot the
Son of God—it was your sins that
nailed Him to the cross, that made
it needful for Him "to die in your
room and stead;" will you as He is
taken from that cross and laid in the
tomb of death, still spurn God's
love, still trample the Son of God
under your ruthless feet? Listen, if
you do, to the Holy Spiritas He tells
you there is no more "a sacrifice for
sins but a certain fearful expectation
of judgment, and a fierceness of fire
shall devour the adversaries." Beware as the Holy Spirit testifies to
the atouiug Blood, for there is a sjn
which has no forgiveness in this age
nor that which is to come, the sin of
sins, the siii against the Spirit of
God. As H e seeks to show you
your own sinfulness, as He seeks to
lead you to the wondrous fountain
for uncleanness that has been opened,
do not resist Him but in humble
contrition turn away from yourself
and seek the pardoning mercy of
God—wash and be clean.
As you thus stand before this cold
clay, the still form from which the
spirit has departed, do you recognize your Savior and your God, who
has gone to the death that you might
be pardoned and cleansed from sin?
If so,- as you turn in sincere penitence to God with a firm resolve to
serve Him and Him alone, thank
Him for this wonderful atonement
for your guilt. But as you lift
your eyes off the cross of Calvary,
off the still form tif the Son of Man,
do you not hear a familiar voice itou\
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the heavens above, a voice that pro- gave Himself for me."
straight we are making them crooked
claims, " I am H e that liveth and
Dear reader, I have pictured to —there are only two ways.
was dead, and behold I am alive you my restless thoughts; first I
Let us put away all that is chokfor evermore." That body ' which have thought of you as being in the ing up the path of our Lord's comyon saw nailed to the tree and later loins of Adam; then I see you de- ing. He Himself will give us the
laid away in the tomb has been scending down the ages, resisting grace and help to do so if we ask
quickened into life by the Holy God's love, staining your soul more Him, for He says, " I will go before
Spirit and has atcended into heaven, and more, getting older and older in thee and make the crooked places
from which His dear voice now sin. Last I picture you as meeting straight."—Isa. 45:2. But we must
sounds.
the God you have so long wronged, be willing in the way of His power.
and
falling in humility before Him, Let us make straight in the desert
Listen as He by His Spirit points
out to you the complete, the full, I picture yon as utterly surrendering (of our life without Him) a pathway
the far-reaching deliverance you the old sinful nature to the death for our God. Then H e will come,
have from that evil nature, that body and becoming a new creature in and straightway "the wilderness and
of sin that clung to you so closely Jesus, so that you can truly say "old the solitary place shall be glad and
in the bygone past—listen as H t thiDgs have passed away: behold all the desert shall rejoice and blossom
as the rose." FRANCES H. MOFFATT. ..
tells you that old, black nature is cru- things have become new."
cified with Him—that you are dead
As I draw my pen picture to a Junction City, Kansas
and your life is hid with Christ in close; it is with a prayer in my
God. Have you the faith and willing- heart that you if you are unsaved, For the Evangelical Visitor.
ness to take al 1 the benefits of His aton- will realize your lolitary position
UNION GOSPEL MISSIONing Blood? Remember how unbelief before God, and no longer remain
Founded April 20, 1890- Headquarters
was the first step from God away separated from Him.
1811, Magnolia St.
back iu that time of innocency and
A. McG.
"Him that cometh unto Me I will in no
do not let unbelief limit the salva- Moose River, N. 8.
•wise cast out."—John 6:27.
tion of the Lord. Remember that
THE
OEY
01
JOHN
THE
BAPTIST.
awful look you got iuto your own
E A R Readers of the VISITOR:
black soul, and consider how imI feel led to say to you all that
HAT went ye out to the wild- read my letter; I do praise my
possible it is for you to serve Him
erness to see? A man with Heavenly Father this damp and
aright, if H e has not made a deliverance for you from its pollution. a fervent exalted face, clad in coarse rainy evening for the simple plan of
He tells you "the old man is cruci- raiment, crying out to the multitudes salvation and His saving power from
fied with Christ;" enter into posses- who flocked to hear him, "Prepare all sin, through H i s blessed Son
sion of this solemn fact willingly ye the way of the Lord, make his Jesus Christ who is the only true
and believingly—that old nature, so paths straight." Let us listen to and living way whereby we are
old, so sinful, so condemned to this man also, for his words are saved. "Neither is there salvation
death, has actually been Crucified spoken as much to us today as they in any other; for there is none other
with Christ; H e took upon Himself were to the people of Judea more name under heaven given among
your nature and bore it to the cross than 1800 years ago. "Prepare ye men, whereby we must be S A V E D . "
of Calvary. H e commands you on the way of the Lord." That means —Acts 4:12.
the strength of this fact to reckon you and me today—prepare for the
Paul in preaching to the Romans
yourself dead to sin and alive unto Lord's coming to dwell with us. told them that if "Thou shalt conGod. He tells you, He commands How? By clearing the path of all fess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus
you to do this; if you believe this obstructions. If his path is blocked and shait believe in thine heart that
record that God has given of His with worldly cares, by vain thoughts, God has raised Him from the dead,
Son, if you accept this complete by eager striviugs after the things thou shalt be SAVED."—Rom. 10:
atonement, you please Him, defeat of this world, by the hundred 9. " F o r with the heart man bethe enemy of your soul, and Godand one, "other things" in which lieveth unto righteousness; and with
reckons your belief for righteousness He has no part, How can H e the MOUTH confession is made
—and when God reckons, it is on crme?
unto SALVATION."—Rom. 10:10.
an eternal truth, H e makes no misWhen the old Roman kings went "For the Scripture saith WHOSOtakes. As long as you thus honor
out to war thousands of slaves went E V E R believeth on Him shall not
God by believing on Him, and walkbefore to level the roads and make be ashamed."—Rom. 10:11. Dear
ing in His light you can truly say
the paths straight. So that they reader, I do praise God that I am
with Paul " I through the law am
might travel without delay or im- not ashamed for " I know whom I
dead to the law, that I might live
pediment. And shall we do less for have believed, and am persuaded
unto God. I am crucified with
the King of Kings? Let us take that H e is able TO K E E P that
Christ;nevertheless I live; yet not I,
good heed lest we come under the which I have committed unto Him
but Christ liveth in me: and the life
condemnation. "They have made against that DAY."—2 Tim. 1:12.
which I now live, I live by the faith
them crooked paths."—Isa. 59:8. I do praise the dear Lord for the
the Son of God, who loved me and
For if we are not making the paths forgiveness of my S I N S and for the
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blottiDg them all out, and for giving of good has been accomplished for from everything, b u t afterwards
me this blessed peace that passeth God and humanity. Souls have been found there was an inward warfare,
all understanding, a peace and joy converted and joined the various good and evil at variance one with
that the world cannot give us or churches.
W e have beside our another, the "old man" manifesttake away from us: this peace Mission services a visiting band that ing himself in various ways.
that passeth all knowledge. " I , go to the jails and hospital to hold
What is the trouble? Why this
even I, am H e that blotteth out thy services and distribute religious conflict? Ah, the regeneration may
transgressions and will not remem- papers and Bibles and tracts. We have been thorough, but the will
ber thy SINS."—Isa. 44.25. " H e are very much in need of Bibles and has not been made perfect "in every
that beareth my word and believeth Testaments for our Mission work, good work to his will." There is *
on H I M that sent Me, H A T H EV- and any help from the readers of double mind there, the eye is. not
E R L A S T I N G L I F E (notice read- the VISITOR will thankfully received single, t h e carnal mine is at the
er it says H A T H ) and shall not by sending it to the care of E. A. bottom of this trouble. You do not
come into condemnation b u t is Vail, Supt. Address all donations wilfully sin against the Lord, and
passed from D E A T H unto L I F E . " and free gifts to headquarters 1811 yet you do, (or why do you do i t ? )
—John 5:24. I do praise the dear Magnolia street, New Orleans, La. perhaps not openly, b u t remember,
Lord and feel glad for the WORD,
I will be pleased to hear from God looks at the will. In t h e
that whosoever will may come and any of the readers of the VISITOR moment of temptation, perhaps
drink of that Fountain that flows and will
answer their letters something goes wrong, and you do
freely to all that may come and promptly.
not intend to get angry, b u t i t
E. A. VAIL.
drink (Isa. 55:1.) Bless His holy New Orleans, L*.
springs up in your heart, and
Name for the promise we flud in
whether you give vent to it or not,
For t h e EVANGELICAL VISILOE.
Christ's sermon on the Mount found
it
is in your heart, just the same;
PUKFE0TI0N IN JESUSin Matt. 5 and 6. Dear reader, if you
perhaps it manifests itself in the
have the peace and joy and the fill- "Now the God of peace, that bronght again way. of pride, jealousy, covetousness,
ing of God's Spirit, my advise to from the dead our Lord Jesus, that great but if it is not one or all of these it
you as a Brother' in Christ is "Let Bhepherd of the sheep, through the blood of does in something else, and if i t
no man deceive you with vain words: the everlasting covenant, make your perfect does not come out at one place it is
lor because of these things cometh in every good work to do his will." (Heb. sure to a t another. You may have
the wrath of God upon the children 13:20,21).
good seasons at times when all is
of disobedience."—Ehp. 5:6. " B e
GAIN and again do we read in going well, but then in temptation,
not ye therefore partakers with
the Word of God His command on the battle ground, there you
them."—Eph. 5:7. Keep thyself to us to be perfect, be holy, be clean, agaiu suffer defeat, and you are so
pure and holy for the promise is and, "As he is so are we in this weighted down you cannot run
found, in Matt. 5:8, "Blessed are the world." Does God mean what He the race that, is set before you, you
pure in H E A R T for they shall see says? Surely H e does. But, saymust go at a slow pace, and I fear
GOD."
We find again these words some, we cannot become perfect be- some will come short of the crown
in the book of Psalms 24:3, "Who fore we die. Then God requires of Tejoicing.
shall ascend into the H I L L of the an impossibility, for the word " b e "
Dear ones! God does not want
Lord, or who shall stand in H I S is in the present tense. Nay God
you to live in that miserable conHOLY place? The Buswer is found is just and righteoup, and asks nothdition. H e wills to make you perin the next verse. " H e that hath ing of us we cannot do. Why then
fect through Jesus, sanctify you
CLEAN H A N D S and a P U R E the cry. We cannot be pure or perwholly, take out that bent to sinning
HEART."
fect in this life? Because professed and make you "free indeed." D o
My dear reader, if you are saved Christians have lost sight of God's you not know it is "through the
through the blood of the Lamb and standard of holy living, of the ful- blood of the everlasting covenant"
living close to God. I want you to ness of the blessing of the Gospel we are made perfect? God has made
pray for me and my work in this of Christ, their faith has failed, and every provision, emptied heaven of
dark and wicked city where I found they are content to live on a poor its resources, for us to enjoy H i s
fulness, for " I t pleased the Father
the Pearl of great price. I need dying rate.
God does not expect us always to that in him (Jesus.) should all fulthe prayers and help of the readers
of the VISITOR. I am an ex-saloon be perfect in judgment, but He does ness dwell," and when we get Him
keeper, and have been redeemed by command us to be pefect in will. we shell be filled. B u t fie says,
the precious blood of Jesus and We are not made perfect in will at con- "My Spirit cannot dwell in an uncalled to City Mission work. The version, for who has not found after clean temple." He may be your
above Mission as you see wasconversion a law warring in his guest at times, but there is a ..confounded by t h e writer April 20, members, so that when he would do stant fellowship to be had in Christ
1890 for the purpose of rescuing the good evil is present. This causes Jesus, with the Father, and with
perishing and aiding t h e poor and everv truly regenerated soul sorrow, the Son. H e wants to have His conthe needy of the city. Since the for no doubt when they entered tinual dwelling place in our hearts,
•opening of tb.e Mission a great deal their "earliest lqye," they felt free and then the promise is, "If ye
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abide in me, and my words abide in heart condemns me not therefore have
you, ye shall ask what ye will, and I confidence towards God. J o h n
it shall be done unto you.
3:21.
When I read in the Word of God
"Oh, precious fouutian that saves from sin,
the many cheering words and precI am so glad I have entered in,
ious promises, it makes me feel
Down at the cross where He keeps me clean
Glory to His Name!"
ashamed that I have neglected reading the Bible as much as I h&ve- I
Yours for the clean way,
must confess that for a time I didn't
RHODA Z. MARTIN.
Pennsylvania.
receive the encouragement as some
• . m> • *
say they do when they read the
For the EIA.NOBI.IOAI; VIBITOB.
Word of God, Things seemed old
CHBISTIAN LIFE AND EXPERIENCE. to me and somehow I jusi neglected
AVING occasionally been im- reading His Word and had even forpressed to write for the VISITOR, gotten things that I had known, but
but as nothing particular seemed to 1 have again received a desire to
reveal itself; 1 left it to the Lord to read the Holy Scripture which is
direct and inspire me, but I have able to make us wise unto salvation.
bean greatly encouraged of late, 2 Tim. 3:15. Everything seems so
since it has pleased the Lord that cheering I can hardly get done readwe should once again have a short ing after I start, and "Having thereseason of revival services, held by fore these promises clearly beloved,
Bro. and Sister Noah Zook. which let us cleanse ourselves fiom all
has greatly revived me, especially filthiness of the flesh and Spirit,
since, a few more precious souls perfecting holiness in the fear of
have accepted Christ as their Savior God."—2 Cor. 7:1. We read so
and can,testify to the merits of His much in the Bible how we are to be
blood, and have received the joy of a separate people, how we are to put
the Christian, namely, the forgive- off the former conversation, the old
ness of sins.
man, and are to be renewed in the
spirit
of onr mind, and that we put
While reading in God's Word
how we are t'j live and ..be workers on the new man which after God is
together with Him, and not to re- created in righteousness aud true
ceive the grace v f God in vain, and holiness—Eph. 4:22-24. My heart's
while we are the temple of the liv- desire is to live a life hid with Christ
ing God and are to live a separate in God. (Col. 3:3),which truly is our
life, then He will be a Father unto reasonable service. Bom. 12:1.
Neither are we to indulge in foolish
us and we shall be His sons and
daughters saith the Lord Almighty. talking or jesting which are not convenient, but rather giving of thanks.
2 Cor. 6:18.
I'm glad that the grace of God is Eph. 5:4. These things have become
able to save our souls and while I aiuful to me, and I am glad they have,
have been on this way for some for they just make one a stumblingtime I realize the Lord is still lead- block in other people's way. And I
ing me. First when I was converted pray God that my whole spirit and
and the Lord revealed anything to soul and body be preserved blameme that I should do or say, it seemed less, unto the coming of our Lord
to go so hard. I thought when I Jesus Christ. (1 Tbess. 4:23.) So
received peace, it would then go of that when He does appear we may
itself, like some people say, but it be like Him for we shall see Him
wasn't that way with me. I had to as He is. 1 John 3:2.
Your sister trusting in Jesus.
put forth t*n effort, and often 1
LYDIA GINGRICH.
didn't obey. That didn't suit, me
either, as their was no satisfying Preston, Ont.
•
portion that way, and would bring
The law cursed us (Gal. 3:10)
condemnation on myself. But I can and was our schoolmaster to bring
say to the praise of God, that the us to Christ (Gal 3:24); but Christ,
more willing I am to obey, tbt> the seed of the Abrahamic covenant
pleaeanter and easier it goes to work "was made a curse for us" (Gal.3:13)
for Jesus. Although I have not al- and so "redeemed us from the curse
ways that fullness of joy, yet my of the law."—Scofield*
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WHO DID IT.
1 Samuel 17, 36, 37.

O

P E N your Bibles please at the
text and let us note from these
verses and their context several
practical messages to each Christian.
We need and may learn the blending of the human and the divine.
God working in and through man.
This incident develops this thought
quite prominently hence the subject
which only conveys a little .of the
truth the message brings to our
lives.
Notice first David's courage. All
Israel dismayed and cowing before
a godless giant. Here were warriors,
men with years of experience;
(just note that word experience
please, we will have occasion to
call attention to it again). Men in
position, with influence and many
things David did not possess, but
they were afraid while he was full
of courage and did not seem to
know what fear meant. God ,j?ants
men and woman full of courage.
Had the Church of Jesus Christ
been filled with men with courage
like David the last heathen on this
old world would have long since
heard of Jesus and had the privilege either to reject or accept.
Oh for courage. Study God's dealings with Joshua, Gideon, the
prophets and note how often the
phrases "fear not," "be of good
courage," be strong," and such are
used.
We notice in the next place that
David had an experience. Young
in years, inexperienced in warfare
he had an experience, and when the
issue was presented his experience
made it easy to say "Goliath shall
be as one of these". Here is where
multitudes fail. They have experience, at making pretentions, at
making excuses at doing nothing
at robbing God, but 1 ha experience
David had was quite different. It
was an experience with God. "Ye
must be born again". This is the
fundamental experience of a Christian's life and work for God. I t
will not do to begin with any other.
This is fundamental. That experience will prepare the way for all
that follows. Second there must"
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be an experience of obedience to the Christ and asks only that man be Go forth. The message of the risen
command of God. This second is lieves and then loves, knowing full Lord is "GO." May David's God
proof of the first. A pretention to well that knowing he must love and inspire us to GO in His Name.
believe in Jesus and refuse to do loving he must do. Study 1 John
A. z. M.
Philipsburg, Pa.
the things H e bids is hollow mock- 3 and 4.
ery. David as keeper of the sheep
David was inspired with conCONSECRATION.
knew it was his business to prevent fidence. He knew something of the
lions and bears from eating them. immutability of God. H e delivered
(Rom. 12:1,2.)
Children of God know that the com- me from the lion and the bear and
H E above plain Scripture text
mands of Jesus are resting upon knowing that God changes not
is very often referred to in a
them and it is these thai give the (Mai. 3:6); know that God worked common way without really thinkexperience that stands so well when through him before knew that God ing of its importance as a command
Goliaths of temptation, trial or would work through him again. and the consequent reward promised
service'stand in our pathway. Oh There is such a thing as the im- to those who obey it by the increased
Christian have you an experience? mutability of man. God working spiritual light we receive by simply
Rest not on anything less than an through man, the man has the making this consecration. There is,
experience of salvation through same immutability God has. Cour however, a first step necessary in
Jesus and obedience for His glory. age is ready to dare and die but order that we may be ready to conAgain we notice that David knew confidence will dare and do. (Phil. secrate ourselves to God. The sinand loved God. This was the out- 4:13) ; ( 1 John 5:14,15). I t is a ner cannot give his body a "living
come of his experience, for while great thing to have confidence. sacrifice," while dead in trespasses
he says " I killed the liou and the Nothing inspires confidence like and sins; neither does the apostle
bear" he also says moreover" The an experience that brings knowledge require nn unsaved person to do
this because he exhorts the brethren
Lord etc." All the-army of Isreal, of and love to God.
to make this consecration.
even the king seemed to have forDavid recognized the Divine side.
gotten all about God in this ex- He honored God in presenting the
I n the economy of grace there is
tremity. The only thing they could work of the instrument but after all an ascending scale, and, therefore a
think of was their terrible predica- he knew and frankly stated v. 37, first step iB necessary in order to atment with no man as big as Goliath that he was only the instrument. f end to a higher spiritual plane.
who could measure with him in David truthfully stated that the God requires service of no one who
swords play. David was not think- Lord delivered him. God's truth has not experienced true repentance,
ing if himself or Israel though we runs on lines of parallel statements brought about by godly sorrow for
are sure he was not lacking in A recognition of this fact avoids, sin, only after we have passed
patriotism for he was the most much error. Presumptive self will through this experience are we ready
partfiotic man in the camp, but He and arrogance must needs claim the to offer ourselves to God for service.
remembered God and saw not Israel glory and rob God. Humble conThis is plainly typified in the
but Israel's God defied. Do we see fidence in God steps to the front Old Testament scrip)ures by the
God in these little things in our and uniting consecrated
humau cleansing of the vessels, etc., used
life. Joseph said "How can I do strength with the forces of the im- in the temple, and the anointing oil
this great sin against God." There mutable one walks forward to victory with which Aaron and his sons were
is; hot a thing that enters into the for the glory of God and the de- to be anointed before they could be
make up of our most commonplace liverance of our fellowman.
of any service in the work of the
every day lives but concerns God.
There was a recognition of need. Lord. So likewise the truly conGod is honored or God is disverted person, filled with love to his
honored. He receives glory (Rev. In the context we find the words God and having a desire to be use4:11) of His glory is withheld.
"Is there not cause." "Lift up your ful in His service, consecrates him
eyes."
Surely there is cause. Will or herself in obedience to the comAgain, notice that this knowledge
of God lead David to service. H e not God's people then go forth in mandments and God accepts t h e
knew and knowing he loved enough the name of their God (see v. 45) offering and anoints him or her with
to go forth in God's Name to dare and
the Holy Spirit and he is set apart
and meet their Goliaths and win for
to do. Poor crippled Tom used to
or sanctified for service according to
say "Kriowin' is loviu' and loviu' the God of Isreal a great victory, the reading of our text. This peris doin' and if, we're not a doin' on David went forth. Real victory for son who has consecrated him or herit, we don't love H i n , that's all." God can only be won as we go self is now "able to prove what is.
Oh that we appreciated the logic of forth. I t is blessed to meet Him iu that good, perfect and acceptable
Tommy's
abbreviated
English. the closet and those with an ex- will of God." Short of this step,
Knowing God by experience it bethere is not the least hint given that
gets love and love must express it- perience there certainly know enough we may know the will of God. We
self in service. The Law demanded of the preciousuess thereof to need see then why there is so much groplove. Man failed. God loved. He no exhortation to renew it often ing in a sort of semi-twilight way,
manifested His love through Jesus but the battle is not fought there. with a divided- will, which God never
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accepte because H e requires whole- and the means of grace used that CONSCIENCE AWAKENED BY THE
hearted service. We want to give God has given us, such as consecraBIBLE.
Him only half and perhaps not even tion and prayer services, family
that.
worship, etc. Where these are lackL I T T L E girl who lived on the
We hear much said about the' ing we need not expect much growth
slope of a great smoky mouncoldness of the churches and the in grace by the young convert.
tain was trudging home with a
indifference manifested by- many
The apostle calls this" our reason- Bible which her Sunday School
professors in the work of the Lord, able service." Nothing unreasonseemingly satisfied with simply the able about it. Nothing more than teacher had given her. She was
name of belonging to some church. we should be Villing to do, and only afraid to take it home for fear her
We see the cause of all this in what true love to. God will prompt grandfather would not let her keep
the fact that the consecration has us to do, and what God has a perfect it, for he was a rough wicked man.
not been, made, short of that upon right to ask of His children; because She kneeled down by the side of
which God gives the promise of the unless this surrender, is made we the road and prayed: "Dear God,
discernment of good from evil, and can be of little service to the Master, please make grandpa to love the
it may be that the first step has and perfect obedience will bring Bible and be a good man, and let me
never been taken; the heart from us into such close relation to the keep it. And bless the little girl up
which emanate evil thoughts may Godhead, that our wills will so
North, for Jesus' sake, Amen." The
never have been changed; the will harmonize with the will of God
which controls all our actions may that all these commands will read- Bible had been sent to her by a little
•''
not have .been surrendered to God,ily be obeyed. But just as long as girl from the North.
and therefore we are of but little the will is divided all that God re- She showed it to her mother who
use to the Lord, and the world takes quires of us is hard to do, or at said: "My child, I ani glad you have
notice of. our conduct and is not least seems so.
something to make ypu happy."
elow to pass judgment, and.in this
Judging by what we sometimes When she showed it to her grandway we dp great injury to the cause, learn by observation in the average father, he said: "You can keep it,
and dishonor our blessed Master. church, we might reasonably infer but you need not read it out loud."
A picture card dropped from the
Is there not a remedy for this? that the majority of the people had
I t is something we should all be about come to the conclusion that Bible as the little girl was putting
concerned about. The salvation of the gospel of Jesus Christ had lost it away. Her grandfather picked it
precious souls is an important mat- some of its authority and power, up and read, "The Lord is my Shepter, and we should mane efforts in and its primitive force had been herd." H e had heard that verse
that direction; we should try to get spent, and does not demand of us years before the war, and it made
them into the church which is right the sacrifice and self denial so com- a deep impression on his mind.
He was what is called a "moonand proper, but who is not aware of mon among the early Christians.
the fact that the fight with sin, We are very anxious to get ourshiner," because he made and sold
flesh and Satan only begins, in earn- shai-e of the "Loaves and fishes" but liquor contrary to the law. That
est, after having resolved . to serve very reluctant in using them for the night he quietly took the Bible and
opened it, and read these words,
God. What measures are taken or spreading of the gospel.
what means resorted to, in order to
The Dure gospel requires of us, "Woe to him that giveth his neighfortify the young convert against a perfectly consecrated Christian bor drink." He hastily closed the
the attacks of the enemy ? Are life, it is embodied in our baptismal book and went to his troubled sleep.
there any? Is it not. generally sup- vow, and why are there not more He kept continually thinking, "Woe
posed and sometimes taught that means used and efforts put forth by unto Him that giveth his neighbor
when once in the church all the the church to bring her members up drink."
succeeding grace will naturally to a higher spiritual plane, where
I t had such an effect upou his
follow, probably without any special the pleasure and joy of serving God mind that the old man went and
effort on the part of the,church. with fall purpose of heart will so far searched more in the Scriptures.
This may be when one is thoroughly exceed all worldly pleasures and One Sunday a few weeks later, the
converted, because then, he will loye vanities of life, that there would be same old man was kneeling in prayhis Bible and follow, its teachings no desire whatever to indulge in er, penitent and happy. The Word
which will lead him farther into them. This is the Scripture ideal of God had such power over his mind
the light. But too many depend of the church, the bride of Christ, that it brought him to repentance
entirely on what the minister says "without spot or wrinkle." and theand to Christ.—Sunday School Iland what older professors do, andonly one that will be blameless at lustrator.
when then there is not constant His comins'.—Herald of Truth. Sel.
watching and urging on to a higher by Sister Mary Zoolc.
When all around wtjslife, God spake
of death; now, on the contrary when all
life by the church, the young conm <m • —•
vert will make little progress in the One of the greatest needs of the chris- around is death, God speaks of life: then
Christian life; especially where then- tian life in these days is more devotion. the word was, "in the day thou eatest
The tendency is to action rather than to
are no special efforts put forward. quiet sitting at the Savior's feet to com- shalt die;" now the word is, "Believe and
live.—C. H, Mcintosh.
'
mune With Him.—/. B, Miller]
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HEALTH AND HOME.
"That our sons may be as plants grown up
in their youth; that our daughters may be as
corner-stones, polished after the similitude
of a palace."- Psalm 144:12.

GIVE A KIND WORD WHEN YOU OAN.
Do you know a heart that hungers
For a word of love and oheer?
There are many such about us;
It may be that one is near.
Look aroundyou. If you find it
Speak the word that's needed so,
And your own heart may be strengthened
By the help that you bestow.
It may be that some one falters
On the brink of sin and wrong,
And a word from yon might save him
Help to make the tempted strong.
Look about you, O my brother;
What a sin is yours and mine
If we see that help is needed
And we give no friendly sign.
Never think kind words are wasted,
Bread on waters cast are they,
And it may be we shall find them
Coming back to us some day.
Coming back when sorely needed,
In a time of sharp distress,
So, my friend, let's give them freely;
Gift and giver God will bless.
—The Housewife.

TO THE* GIRLS.
''Who can find a virtuous woman, for her
price is far aboverubies?"—Prov. 31:10.

I

WANT to say a few plain, earnest words to you, wishing that I
might awaken in you a more noble
individuality, and a truer reverential
estimation of yourown selves. Your
bodies should be pure temples for
the.indwelling of God's Spirit of
holiness, preserving in them all
womanly delicacy, with an atmosphere of 'sacredness about them, His
chrism of beauty set visibly upon
them. This is not only your privilege but your one duty.
Novalis says, "We touch heaven
when we lay our hand on a human
body." I wish you to feel it and
know it; and knowing it, never allow
anv man to lay any unnecessary
touch upon your form which should
be holy to good influences alone. I
would urge you, by all the high
possibilities that be in your nature,
by all your instincts of purity and
right, to repel everything of the
kind.
•
Tg it a, small thing to feel a hand

VISITOR.

upon your arm, and allow it to remain there, when your life is being
poisoned, when the electrical movings which come from it are as foreign to your own life as darkness ie

to light?
Is it womanly or safe to allow
about your Waist an arm, knowing
that he who holds it there is, with
every one of your heart beats learning the secret moviDgs of your soul,
is reading your thoughts, and gaining a strong influence which will
haunt you for years—nay, who may
be at that very moment giving you
in return for the knowledge he is
gaining of you, thoughts and hints
at thoughts, which will be like vipers
in your bosom? Do you know there
is danger not only from touches, but
that looking into impure eyes, hearing good words even from impure
lips, defiles and lowers you and
changes your whiteness?
Stand up in your God-given spotlessness of womanhood, and resolve
that, with His help, nothing shall
tarnish it even if you must be
"All unmated, all unmated,
Just because so oonsecrated."
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It is quite true that the conditions
of life are very different nowadays
to what they were a few years ago.
W« now live in a high-presefure age,
and in one of keen competition,
when greater effort is needed in
every branch of life to attain a successful position, when the brain is
always working and there is constant
tension. Such conditions, it will be
perfectly obvious to all, are not
favorable to a diminution of nervous
diseases, but rather the reverse. At
the san.e time, it cannot be denied
that the comforts of life have increased; we have better sanitation,
cleaner houses and fresher air.
There can be no question that
men of regular habits are healthier,
happier, live longer and do more
than those who obey caprice and impulse. The adoption of hygienic
habits saves the nervous system an
enormous amount of friction and
waste. It preserves vitality. Regularity economizes not only physical
stamina but time as well. The man
who knows no system in the details
of his life, who exhausts nature at the
iu.bi.ance of a passing whim, who
drinks and smokes to excess, who
wastes the talents bestowed upon
him, is the one who must sooner or
later fall a victim to disease. Regularity and moderation in all things
should be the motto of life, and it
should be remembered that regularity does not necessarily preclude
the enjoyment of variety. A certain
amount of variety prevents man from
becoming a mere machine, but variety should not interfere with those
regular habits of life which are
necessary to the maintenance of
health.—delected.

Better so, than -to feel that the
smoke of the earthliness has hidden
the face of the Holiest from you!
Better so, than to feel that your
hand is no fit thing to put into the
hand of God! Better so, than to
go mourning all your days that you
are trampled under.foot as, vile earth,
and that by the very ones who
helped to drive out of you all spirit,
and leave you only clay! Better 60
than to know that your life is turned
from its own source and made adark,
turbid pool of. nucleanness, when it
might have been a sweet sparkling
fountain! "Whatsoever things are
pure, whatsoever things are lovely,
Husband and children are not
whatsoever things are of good report,
if there be any virtue,%and if there naturally ungrateful to the wife and
be any praise think on these things mother, but we have known women
—Sel
who like to pose as martyrs, and
IMPORTANCE OF REGULAR LIVING- here they make a great mistake.
They will not accept any offers of
QUESTION has lately arisen help, nothing must be done for them,
as to the increase or reverse in until the entire family will become
nervous diseases, some arguing that
indifferent. Those women are not
the cause of the supposed increase
in such nervous disease lies in the acting for the true interest of their
increased demand made by the con- homes, and they themselves always
ditions of rnodern life upon the braip. become morbid, and cross.
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with whom we were staying entered did not see it. There is a patch of
the room and announced that "Dr. ground as large as this room in
"Temperance is the moderate use of all H. had given up all hopes of Mary yonder cemetery, in which are buried
things helpful, and total abstinence from all C , and she would not last the night eight of the family—seven sons and
things harmful."
through."
daughters, and the mother. I will
"Mary 0 . , " we observed; "that show you it tomorrow."
THE LIGHT WINE FALLACY".
reminds us, how is our old friend
"Thank you, we would rather be
F T E R a period of ten years Mr. 0., of T
vineyard?"
excused; such scenes have no fasciuaspent among vineyards and
"Don't ask me," our friend at the tion for us," we remarked, and with
wiuepresses, we have no hesitation head of the table replied; "my heart that the conversation closed.
in declaring that as a demoralizing would bleed to tell you all. This
We might, perhaps, travel the
and besotting agent, colonial wine is Mary of whom we have just heard country through and not find anleagues ahead of either beer or is the last of that fine family of other case that runs on all fours
spirits. .Stories, heart rending and eight you saw only a few years ago, with this—and we have not told
sad, can be told of homes blighted and with perhaps but one exception oue-half—but cases could be given
through the intemperate habits of all have come to their graves victims by the score where the effects are
father or son, caused by the con- to wine-drinking."
the same. The awful insidiousness
sumption of beer or spirits, but
We said nothing. Our friend of the wine-habit is like that of the
stories infinitely sadder can be told went on:—
opium drug, and has yet to be
of whole families desolated and de"Within the last years I have realized and brought home to the
stroyed through the making and buried Beven of those sons and conscience and intelligence of the
consuming of colonial wine. We daughters. One, frenzied with wine community. There is no form of
produce b u t one instance to illu- laid hands on his own life, and strong drink that so surely and so
strate and sustain our contention, one by one, besotted and diseased, effectually demoralizes; it dethrones
and give it simply as it came be- they have dropped into the grave— reason, it usurps the judgment, it
fore us.
a grave so hopeless and so dark; and paralyzes the will, it destroys the afJ. 0 . was a man on the shady now to think the only child left to fections, it extirpates the soul, it
side of middle life when first we that home is doomed to pass away kills the human, it crushes the demet, and were introduced to him ere the morning breaks, the last vine, it creates the devil. Yet this
by a brother minister as one of the victim sacrified to this Moloch of is t h e industry which judiciary
supporters of his church. I t wasthe wine-press. Oh, the horror functionaries eulogize from the
bench, government treasurers obwith a feeling of pride Mr. C. in-of it!"
troduced us to his wife and family
"What of the poor heart-broken trusively foster with the people's
money, and leading politicians proof eight stalwart sons and buxom parents?" we venture to ask.
pose
as a panacea for the low morals
daughters, and then took us through
"There is only one of them left—
his broad acres of flourishing vines, the father, and he, poor fellow, must of t h e community. The solemn
and last," but not least, into his follow, must follow soon, as he is fooling of public men on this quesspacious, airy and up-to-date winery, an awful wreck, a slave to his owntion is simply deplorable.—Alliance
News.
with its huge tuns, vats and presses. manufacture."
That we declined to sample hie
"But the mother?"
DBINK AND SUICIDE.
wines we are afraid was regarded
"Poor woman, she died three
as slightly unsociable.
years ago."
E R R I B L E is the tale of suicides
" I t is quite harmless, you know,"
"Was it the wine in her case?"
in Germany. Nearly eight
said Mr. C , "quite harmless."
" I t was, and oh, so sad! S h e thousand took their own lives in
"Perhaps so; but on principle became so helpless as not to be able the year 1900; the proportion of
and for the sake of others we strict- to help herself to food, and those men to women being three to one.
ly abstain." After an hour spent around her were so helplessly drunk The official figures show that rather
in listening to a description of the as not to be able to walk, and thus more than one quarter were persons
properties of different kinds of she died."
mentally deranged.
Nearly one
grapes and the various processes in
"But surely these constantly re- half the whole number had been
wine-making, we bid our friend curring deaths would have some
addicted to drink. This we underand his family adieu, promising if effect upon the surviving member of
stand to mean immoderate users of
at any future time we should be in the family?"
alcoholic
intoxicants. The chief octhe district we would give them a
"Not the sliehtest, and it just casions among women, mental decall.
shows the debasing, dehumanizing rangement, bodily suffering, Bhame,
i Several years have now passed influence of the wine on its votaries.
and passion.—Christian
Advocate.
since the above transpired. A few The surviving members of the family
• ' ».• •
-— :
weeks ago we found ourselves with- have gone to the grave without t h e The trustees of the hamlet of North
in a mile or two of the home of our slightest indication of feeling. T h e Bend. Ohio, have passed an ordinance
old vigneron host. Whilst sitting awful hardness induced by wine making the carrying of beer home
through the streets in a paii, subject to
fit the table a member of the familydrinking
j
no one would credit, if he fifty dollars fine, without the privilege
of jury trial.—Selected. ;i
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for Thy glory, and resolutely employed in WHY JOHNNY LIKED THE MINISTER.
obedience to Thy commands as long as
Thou continuest me in life, with an
"Oh, wasn't that a good minister we
LOOK UP MY BOY.
ardent desire and humble resolution to had today?" said Johnny.
continue Thine through all t h e endless
"Yes, very good. Which sermon did
There is a hope in the world for yon and me; ages of eternity, ever holding myself in
you like best?" said the mother.
There is a joy in a thousand things that be, an attentive posture to observe t h e first
"Oh, I don't know. I t wasn't t h e
There is fruit t o gather from every tree
iDtimation of Tby will and ready to sermon.altogether t h a t I mean."
Look up, my boy, look up!
spring forward with zeal and joy to t h e "What then?"
There are care and struggle in every life:
immediate execution of it. * * Use
"Why, he prayed for Sunday schools
With temper and sorrow the world is rife;
me, O Lord, I beseech Thee, as an in- and boys so good; I never heard anyone
But no strength cometh without strife;
strument of Thy service. Number me pray so much for boys. Most of them do
Look up, my boy, look up!
among Thy peculiar people. Let me be not. That is why I liked him?"
washed in the blood of Thy dear Son and "Do you like to be prayed for?"
There's a place in the land for you to fill;
transform me more and more into His
There's work to do with an iron will—
"Why yes, of course I do."
image. I m p a r t to me through Him, all
The river comes with a tiny rill;
"The minister prayed today that all the
needful influences of Thy purifying,
Look up, my boy, look up!
boys might be Christ's boys. Did you
cheering
and
comforting
Spirit,
and
let
There are bridges to oross.and the way is long,
like t h a t ? "
my life be spent under those influences
But a purpose in life will make you strong;
"Yes, and I prayed as hard as I could
and in the light of Thy graciouscount^nKeep e'er oh your lips a cheerful song;
that
I might be. When we hear people
ance as my Father and my God."
praying for us i t makes us think i t is
Look up, my boy, look up!
T h a t was written and solemnly signed about time to be praying for ourselves.
Speak ill of no one; defend the right;
when this man was but 20 years of age. If children don't like to say much about
And have the courage, as in God's sight,
What a start in life t h a t was for a young good things, I guess they all like to have
To do what your bands find with your might;
man! I t was better than t h a t he should the minister remember them. I always
Look up, my boy, look up!
have been left a millionaire. Would watch and see if they pray for young
—Selected.
t h a t every young man in this city and folks: if they don't I think they won't
nation might write and sign and keep have much in the sermon either. Then,
ACHIEVING TRUE GREATNESS.
such a resolution as that! I t would make of course, I don't listen as well as I should
their lives gloriousand would setChrist's if I thought there was something for me.'*
MAN died some time ago in one of kingdom forward a hundred years in a —Set
our New England cities. He was a single generation. For more than sixty
carpenter and a builder. He was short, years after signing this paper t h a t man
WHY GRANT NEVER SWORE,
thick set and clumsy in appearance, and lived a manly, earnest, consistent chrishad a rough, weather-beaten face, tian life. Everybody could have told
H I L E sitting with him a t the campcrowned with a halo of gray hair. He pretty nearly what his ideal was by t h e
fire late one night, after every one
was not especially attractive a t first way in which he bore himself amid his
sight but was one whom to know was to trials and temptations, and he had hiselse had gone to bed, I said to him: "Gentrust. His word was as good as his bond. full share of them. But this paper,yellow eral, it seems singular t h a t you have
He never defra uded his workmen and with time, tells us exactly what to him gone through all t h e tumble of army
never cheated on contracts. H i s name was the highest good- his ideal good. I t service and frontier life, and have never
was a synonym for honesty and faithful- was entire consecration to God; resolute been provoked into swearing. I have
ness. When he died everybody felt t h a t employment in his service: an attentive, never heard you utter an oath or use an
a good man had gone. He was a plain, observant attitude to know God's will imprecation."
"Well, somehow or other, I never
quiet, industrious business maD, who in and a joyful, zealous springing forward
to swear," he replied. "When a
his business and by his life showed that to do it. T h a t is an ideal which anyone learned
boy I seemed to have an aversion to it,
his ideal of life was something higher can have. I t is one, then, than which and when I became a man I saw the folly
than business and something better than the angels in heaven can have no higher. of it. I have always noticed, too, t h a t
life. W h a t was it? A t his funeral the And he tried to live up to it not only by swearing helps to rouse a man's anger;
and when a man flies into a passion, his
pastor produced a paper dated July 15, doing great things, but by doing right adversary
who keeps cool always gets the
1821. "This document," said he, "is a things. His ideal explains his life. His better of him. I n fact, I never could see
revelation. I t admits us to a secret and life was a thread of gold in t h e mixed the use of swearing. I think i t is t h e
holy place where a human heart is un- and hurried weaving of his day and gen- case with many people who swear excessively that it is a mere habit, and t h a t
covered. I t was written for no eye but eration.
they do not mean to be profane; but, to
his own while life was here continued,
say the least, it is a great waste of time."
There
is
no
life
so
hidden
but
t
h
a
t
i
t
but the reason for keeping it concealed
—Michigan Christian Advocate.
no longer remains and it may now bT may have an ideal as grand and holy as
•» m »
read openly." His pastor read it in full the arch of heaven—an ideal in which
Eeligion is designed to throw off
God and Christ are: there is no life so
I will make some extracts from it:
the vice from man, and to incorcouspicuous t h a t it ought to have any
"Eternal and ever blessed God * * this
other; neither is there any so poor or porate virtue into him. Any system
day do I, with the utmost solemnity sursorrowful but that, by following such an that fails to secure these results, is
render myself to thee. I renounce all
ideal, it may be transformed into strength in that degree a failure. Beligion
the former lords t h a t have had dominion
is not a spring board on which we
and beauty.—Golden Rule.
over me, and I consecrate to Thee all
are going to die, and leap up into
m
•
•»
•
#
t h a t I am and all t h a t I have—the facA lie always needs a truth for a handle heaven. It is a Iabratory to extract
ulties of my mind, the members of my to it, else the hand would cut itself which
body, my worldly possessions, my time, sought to drive i t home upon another. sin, to burn out iniquity and make
my influence over others—to be all used The worstlies, therefore, are those whose usfitto live in heaven.'
blade is false, but wu'ose handle is true.
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faintetfi for Thy salvation;
but more rain is needed to relieve the
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hope in Thy Word.
drouth situation completely in this sec-
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Some of our correspondents need to be
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We are glad.thatso many have responded to our appeal for more contributions,
and we hope they will continue to keep
up the supply. If there were about a
dozen who would have about one contribution per month we would, with what
comes in a miscellaneous way, have a
pretty fair supply for each number. Let
the good work go on.
Home-seekers who are looking for some
location to settle and build up a home
for themselves are invited to write to N.
D. Hadsell of Glendale, Ariz, who proAbilene, Kansas, AUGUST 15, 1901.
fesses to be able to direct them to a place
where land is chtap, the soil rich and
productive, and the climate is wonderADDBESSES O F M I S S I O N A B I E S .
H. Frances Davidson, Isaao 0 . Lehman, Mrs. fully equable and fine both summer and
Isaao O. Lehman, Matoppo Mission Bula- winter. Those writing to him as diwayo, South Africa.
rected above will receive more full inMiss Barbara Hershey, Inanda Mission Sta- formation. T h e place can be reached
tion, Duff's Boad, Natal, South Afrioa.
for one fare plus two dollars.
D. W. Zook and wife, )
Ondal Post Office,
Mrs. Amanda Zook, [ Burdwan District,
The weather conditions of extreme
Anna Herr,
)
Bengal, India. heat and drouth have very agreeably
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Zook, Havana, Tex.
changed, to t h e great relief of many
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Boberts, Hidalgo, Tex.

J. G. and Mrs. Susan Cassel,
Box 74,
Guatamala, Central America.
(
Fannie L Hoffman,
Girgum, Bombay, India, Beraohah Home
Grant Road.
Elmina Hoffman,
Eedgeon Poona Dist., Ramabia Home, India.

tion. Other sections of the state have
had copious showers.
" I am the door, by me if any man enter
in, he shall be saved, and shall go In and
out and find pasture." There is a short
way into safety. I t is "out of self and
into Christ." The open door stands before the sinner. He is invited to step in
through the open door, and stepping in
he finds salvation and every provision
t h a t he may enjoy not only life but the
life more abundant. He finds t h a t this
means liberty. Deliverance not only from
the guilt of his transgressions, but also
from the power which coutroled him in
the past, and a complete provision for
support, sustenance in t h e new life.
"Shall find pasture." Oh how many are
choosing to wander in t h e barren deserts
of sin and worldliness when £here is provided, by the Good Shepherd; rich pasture in abundance, where He makes His
sheep to lie down, and t h e quiet waters
by which He leads them. A Sisterin her
testimony speaks of the contrast in her
life between when she tried to serve God
and Mammon, and now when she has
surrendered herself fully to God. There
are many lives unsatisfactory because of
not swinging out into the whole will of
God. May God help us all to give Him
a whole hearted service.
THE GOSPEL OF JESUS.

W

E C O N T I N U A L L Y come in contact with beliefs of different kinds.
Among the many people whom we meet
a great variety of confusing opinions obr
tain: and as we look over our exchanges
we are surprised at the many, "Lo here's
and Lo there's." Paul once asks, " I s
Christ divided:-"' One would certainly
think He is in our day. I t has been said
t h a t the present is heir of all the ages,
and it certainly is so in t h e matter of religious beliefs and interpretations of the
Word of God, and as some one has said
in regard to drug medication. "If the
whole outfit of drug medication were
cast into the ocean it would be better for
the human family, b u t i t might prove
destructive to the fishes," so if there
could be a sweeping away of all human
creeds and theories, and vagaries, and
people come back to the simple Gospel of
Jesus, they would find t h a t it still is the
"power of God unto salvation to all t h a t
believe." And there is salvation in none
other, and no other name is given under
heaven or among men whereby we may
be saved but the name of Jesus.

sufferers. The change came to this vicinity on the 3rd inst., when toward eveaingcool breezes commenced to come from
the north causing the temperature to fall
rapidly, and during the night a refreshTo the unsaved there is but one mesing shower of rain came. Since then up sage from God. "Repentand believe the
to this writing i t has been very pleasant Gospel," is the condition of salvation as
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given by Jesus Himself. He Himself the will of God. I t implies t h a t the in- the guilt produced by transgression, but
states it so, and to those who are desiriDg dividual, to whom the first rest is given from the power of satan, makiug them a
and anxious to experience His salvation, in t h a t he comes to Jesus and is quick- "new creation," and by the power of
he says, "Come unto me * * I will give ened, made alive by t h e power of God, the Holy Ghost equipping them for a life
you rest." (I will give you refreshing or now with Saul of Tarsus is willing to of effectual service, and also of holy livrelief.) T h e person here invited is de- hear what He says, and yields himself to ing.
scribed as being weary, heavy-laden, who a willing, obedient service and obedience
I t is one thing to be a member of the
is like Bunyan's pilgrim when first to Him Who has redeemed him, I t was church, even in good standing, yet wantawakened when he learned from a little the saints at Rome who were to yield ing in entire surrender of ourselves to
book given unto him, t h a t the place themselves to God "as those who arethe whole will of God, aud quite another
where he lived was doomed to destruction, alive from the dead," and who were to thing to be in entire surrender to the will
aroused and awakened to a realization of present their bodies " a living sacrifice, of God, and living in childlike faith and
his gui It and the terribleness of the wrath holy and acceptable unto God." I n t a c t confidence and entire surrender to His
of God, and is anxiously desirous to know all that may be said of consecration, will, living not for self, b u t for God's
what he must do. To this ODe the Gos- holiness, sanctification, t h e cleansed, honor and glory, being kept from the
pel of Jesus promises rest—a given rest. surrendered life lies included in this de- deceptive formality, on t h e one hand,
Not because of many tears and prayers, mand of Jesus, "Take upon you my yoke, and from the fanaticism which ignores
not because of many confessions and per- and learn of me, for I am meek and lowly the plain teaching of God's Word on t h e
haps long fastings* and other works of in heart, and ye shall find rest unto your other, but keeping on the middle of the
penance, but given—given as a free gift, a souls."
road, serving God with a perfect heart
blessed relief, a blessed rest by seeing
This as we understand it, has been the and singleness of purpose.
Jesus as the one all-sufficient propitiation principle of teaching among the BrethIs anyone realizing that all is not well?
for all our sins.
ren, however far s^iorc they may have ^Are you conscious of miserable failures
" I t is not your tears of repentance or prayers, come in realizing and experiencing i t in and your heart is crying out for full deits fullness. We know t h a t everywhere liverance? Come to Jesus. He alone can
But the blood that atones for thy soul."
the tendency is, through the deceitful- deliver you from all evil tempers. He
So further back than our faith, yea, ness of satan, to substitute the unreal for abideth the same today, yesterday and
the very fouadation which makes saving the real, the outward dead form for t h e forever. So commit yourself fully, trustfaith possible, is t h e redemptive work of inward living, throbbing life, a painful ingly into his hand; tell Him all, see in
Jesus as the one Who fulfilled every de- literalness in the place of t h e spirit of Him your wisdom, righteousness, sanctimand of God's divine law. T h e law of living, loving obedience. But that is no fication and redemption, and as your
Moses was a divine law and its demands reason why we should depart from doing faith appropriates Him, let Him take
were just, but t h e Gospel of Jesus is what our.Lord %)mmands, even in ordi- full possession of your whole self, and
greater than t h a t law since it is abie to nances which are outward and literal, He will finish the work against t h a t day
justify where Moses' law failed. T h a t but have their spiritual signification, in a
• • • — »•"
Jaw cursed us, and was our schoolmaster way in accord with the Holy Scriptures.
EXPEEIENOE.
tD bring us to Christ, but He Himself be- For instance, substituting (professedlv by
came a curse for usso t h a t He might give revelation contrary to God's Word, as if
H A V E been impressed for some time
rest to the weary heavy-laden ones who God would; contradict Himself) instead
to write my experience for the VISITOB,
will come unto Him.
of baptism by trine immersion, baptism and by God helping me, I will now en"I heard the voice of Jesus say,
by single immersion, backward action, deavor to do so.
Come unto me and rest!
a mode not yet 400 years old, and whose I gave God my hear!; a t t h e age of sixprinciple is contrary to the equality of teen, and have never been sorry. I have
Lay down thou weary one, lay down,
the persons in the Holy Trinity. Such regretted because I did not walk as close
Thy head upon my breast.
work can only result in confusion, and as God would have me walk, because I
I oame to Jesus as I was,
disaster to the church. We do not write feel now, and am sure I only gave Him a
Weary and worn and sad;
in condemnation of other bodies of be- half-hearted service. For years I tried
I found in Him a resting place,
lievers, but only as to t h e consistent to serve God with one hand and grasp
And He hath made me glad."
"He was delivered for our offences, and course for our Brotherhood, and in ac- the world with the other.
About eight months ago I came to
raised again for our justification, (made cordance with our convictions of conrighteous with H i s righteousness) we sistency in obeying Christ in the condi- Buffalo, and here God showed me there
have peace with God through our Lord tions we are to meet in order that the was a work for me to do and if I did not
do i t i t would be forever undone. Then
Jesus Christ, by faith," and thus are found KEST may be ours.
made partakers of Christ's righteousness,
The Gospel of Jesus has lost none of its I began to question myself. Am I what
and in our standing with God (positional- power, it saved the three thousand on I ought to be? No. Y ou cannot serve
ly) are holy or sanctified, (Heb. 10:10,14.) the day of Pentecost and they gladly re- God and Mammon. I was convicted for
But with the invitation to t h e weary ceived and obeyed the instructions of about two months and I did not enjoy
heavy-'aden ones, and when the rest has Peter and t h e other Apostles; it saved myself. Then God afflicted me. I felt
been given in t h a t t h a t belief in or on the eunuch to whom Philip preached it was because I did not obey t h e strivHim has taken place, and there is the as- this Gospel, and he went on his way re-ings of God's Spirit.
In May I went to Black Creek to the
surance of peace with God, He (Jesus) joicing, becoming a messenger of the
speaks of another rest which is distin- Cross in dark Ethiopia; it saved t h e fiery Conference. There God showed me I had
guished from t h e first rest in t h a t i t is a persecutor and self-righteous Pharisee, to make a full surrender, foisake t h e
found rest, a rest the condition of which Saul of Tarsus, aud fitted him,for effec- world and its amusements to follow Him.
differ from those of t h e first rest. This tual service in preaching i t to t h e Gen- I still put it off because I was not willing
rest is only obtained on t h e condition of tiles, many of whom experienced i t s to humble myself to dress plain. But I
fidelity to God in a life surrendered t o power in. their salvation, not only from bless God t h a t t h e time ever came in my
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life when I was willing to obey. Cor. 6: Hespeler. On account of the busy time for Mission work. On the 12 of July was
17,18. "Wherefore come out from among the congregations were not very large, the annual great day of the Orangemen
them and be ye separate, saith the Lord, but we are glad t h e Lord has promised who seem to turn out enmasse, we went
and touch not the unclean thing; and I His presence with the few t h a t meet in down town t o do a little shopping and
•will receive you, and will be a Father His name, and on these occasions He attend a noonday prayer meeting a t a
unto you, and ye shall be ray sons and was with us and gave us blessed messages Gospel Mission in the principal part of
from His Word which found lodgement the city. As we came to Younge street
daughters, saith the Lord Almighty:"
I am so glad t h a t I obeyed, and wasin t h e hearts of the people and with on the Trolley we were compelled to stop
•willing to come out from t h e world and some became fruitful of good for which over half an hour until the Orangemen
claim these precious promises as mine. we praise the Lord and give Him all the had passed. We were impressed how
I never shall forget t h e blessedness glory. A number of young people sought these men of t h e world hold up their
•when I became willing to be used of the the Lord for pardon and peace and all banners as they marched through t h e
Lord. When 1 just gave myself unre professed to have found what they longed streets that were lined on both sides with
thousands of spectators. Each separate
servedly to God, for Him to use me for for.
time and eternity.
The meetings were continued up to the lodge as they marched held high their
Now I can say I have no other desire evening of July 9, the last two meetings banner. If all t h e professed people of
than to live for God, and do whatever were used in teaching t h e necessity of a God were as zealous to hold up before
He would have me do. I want to be kept life of obedience to the Word of God and the world t h e banner of Christ what a
low at the feet of Jesus; where I can work we have reasons to believe t h e effort on power they might be for God in t h e sal•or Him, and trust Him for all things.
this line was profitable to the young con- vation of the lost of earth. Christian
I ask t h e prayers of t h e Brethren and verts and also to others who have been reader, will you not help to hold up t h e
Sisters t h a t I may be found faithful and on the way for some time, as some pro- standard of pure and holy living and
always willing to obey In everything. fessed with deep feeling t h a t they had help to spread the fame of Jesus abroad
For we are told "obedience" is better received new light on certain portions until in t h e remotest climes of earth the
than sacrifice. Amen. Your Sister in of God's Word t h a t they never had be-nations will a t least have had an opporfore. So now if they will walk in t h e tunity to help crown Him Lord of all.
Christ.
MAY WOODWAED.
light they will reap the benefit and God and until His name shall be sung in
Buffalo, N. Y.
will be glorified. We are hopeful that every land by every tongue?
those young people will go all t h e way On July 13, we left t h e city for t h e
with Jesus and become, pillars in t h e Markham dist. where we were met by
temple of God and instruments of doing Bro. C. Heise and conveyed to his home.
ON OTJE MISSION.
good.
On the 14th we preached the Word in
Some old church sinners also came in the Brethren M. H. Vaughn and in the
O t h e dear readers of t h e E V A N G E L I CAL "VISITOR. We again come with contact with the light and with bitter evening a t t h e Markham M. H. T h e
greetings in His Name being preserved tears confessed to their standing and we week following i t being harvest time
by t h e power of God and kept through are hopeful they too may have gone to the there were no special meetings appointed
faith as the servants of t h e Lord hold- bottom of things and will get cleaned but we had t h e privilege of attending
ing up t h e standard of pure and Holy up for God. Oh what awful corruption the weekly prayer meeting a t t h e home
living according to the Word of God, and there may be covered up by a profession of Eld. H. R. Heise. There was a good
"we flndit blessed to preach a full gospel. and even plain clothes. T h a t does in no turn out and we had a precious time,
Jesus Christ our Savior, °Sanctifier, way condemn plain dressing, nay verily, quite a number testified to full salvation
according to inspired teaching t h e Chris- and deliverance from and victory over
Healer and Coming King.
Since our last report we have been in tian's garb is a plain and modest one but sin which is our blood bought privilege
t h e harvest and although i t has been a with t h a t much uncleanness may beunder t h e Gospel. P a r t of this week
busy time with the farmers, we still covered up and hid from man's view, we attended a tabernacle meeting near
found open doors to labor in t h e great but God looks into the inner recesses of Bethesda held by t h e Mennonite Brethharvest of souls, and we see souls are the heart. Christ condemned t h e Phari- ren iu Christ. We feel quite a t home in
dying all around and some are going sees for appearing outwardly as beautiful tabernacle work having had two summers
down into Christless graves. While t h e and whited sepulchers while on the in-experience of t h a t kind of work. I t is
natjiralihiryest is of importance and side they were full of corruption. We a good way to reach the people. '
should not be neglected so t h a t there be are glad to know when God begins His
On Sunday and Sunday evening we
no waste, but of how much greater im- work with man He begins on t h e inside attended t h e meetings a t t h e Brethren's
and
works
out
so
t
h
a
t
when
t
h
e
heart
portance is the.harvest of souls t h a t has
M. H. and in the evening gave a missionbeen ripe for 1900 years,and no doubt by is right then t h e outside will become ary talk on t h e great need of sending
neglect of t h e reapers in these years right so as to please God.
the light into t h e benighted regions
On the 10th of July we left Hespeler for where Christ is not known. We received
many a sheep was lost; consequently the
the city of Toronto where we were met some free will offerings for t h e work of
poet sings.
by Eld. Noah Detwilerof theMennonite the Lord abroad. I n t h e afternoon we
" H o reapers of life's harvest,
Brethren in Christ and were conducted gave a talk in the tabernacle on Rescue
Why stand with rusted blade,
to his home in t h e city to which we had work in India as being done by our brethUntil the night draws round
been previously invited and received a ren and received quite a liberal free will
And day begins to fade?
hearty welcome. We spent three nights offering for the work. Surely God will
Why stand ye idle waiting
in the city in t h e Missions conducted by in His own way reward all those who
For reapers move to come!
the Mennonite Brethren. We believe are interested enough in the work of t h e
The golden morn is passing
these dear people are doing a good work Lord among t h e heathen to lend a helpWhy sit ye idle d u m b ? "
On Monday evening July 1 we began in the city as they have two Missions in ing hand.
ja meeting in t h e union M. H. near different parts.
How glad we should all be t h a t we.
Toronto like other cities is a ripe field
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may be workers together in the great
harvest. While we do not all have the
same work to do, yet there is something
for each of us now to do. Shall the
Master say to us in t h a t day "well done?"
The week following the 21st we attended
three meetings in brethrens' homes t h a t
were full of interest and attendance good.
There are many dear hungry souls in
t h a t vicinity as well as in other places.
They t h a t hunger and thirst after righteousness have t h e promise t h a t they
shall be filled: go on dear souls in loving
obedience to all the will of God and being
blessed of God you shall be a blessing to
others. Let your "light so shine before
men t h a t they may see your, good works
and glorify your Father in Heaven."
On Thursday the 25th we left Markham and came to Stevensville where we
were met by Bro. D. Climenhaga and
received a hearty welcome. On Thursday evening in company with Bro. Danl.
Climenhaga aud wife we attended a
tabernacle meeting with t h e Free Methodists and heard good gospel teaching.
On Friday evening meetings were begun in the Bertie church where Conference had met and a t present writing we
are having interesting meetings quite
well attended considering i t is still
harvest time.
• We are undecided as to how long we
shall remain in these parts b u t trust the
will of the Lord may be done.
Yours laboring for t h e lost a t home
and abroad in the hope of His Coming.
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EEP0KT OF B0AID OF TBUSTEES OF The house is not beautiful or costly,
I t is made of mats and poles with a
PHILADELPHIA MISSION.
strawroof, and mud floor. You will see
Former report
$ 159 51 no chairs, benches, or beds, or tables as.
John-Landes, Bucks county, P a . . .
5 00 they lie and sit on the floor. When they
Henry Kauffman, Bucks county, P a
2 00 sleep they spread down a m a t and on
A Sister, Upton, P a
2 00 this they p u t a cloth and use no pillow
A Sister, East Pertersburg, P a . . . .
1 00 of any kind. When they wish to sit
A Sister, Plain, Ohio
2 00 they simply spread down a mat and sit
W. H. Peterman, Philadelphia, P a .
50 on t h a t . Their dining room is just
A Brother, Washington Boro, P a . .
25 00 out side t h e door I t is a nice clean
Frederick Frey, Creswell, P a . . . ' . .
2 00 piece of ground fixed especially for that
C. 8. Mann, Columbia, P a
3 00 purpose. When they eat they do not
use knives or forks as we do, b u t eat with
Noah Sollenberger, Moonlight, Kas
10 00
their fingers. You might thiuk t h a t
was very dirty but they have a way of
Total
$ 212 01
eating t h a t they will not drop as much
See what God hath wrought, t h e kind
of their food as you will. They
remberance of t h e Brethren and Sisters
generally sit in a circle and the girl whose
is lifting up souls here as well as paying turn it is to cook, dishes out t h e food.
the debt. God bless you all.
Each one takes care of their own dishes.
( PETWR STOVER
They never eat without giving God
Trustees -j AMOS LEHMAN
thanks.
( s G ENGLE, Treas.
Again we take a look in t h e house
648 N 39 St. Philadelphia, P a .
and we see hanging on the four sides a
A LETTEB TO THE SUNDAY SCHOOL AT lot of bags. This is where each one
BLA0K 0BEEK, ONT.
keeps his or her clothes and little treasE A B children and all:—We come to ures of different kinds. I t is interestyou with greetings in t h e name of ing to note the different tastes of each
Jesus, wishing you tbe richest of God's one, in t h e caretaking of their own
things. A t t h e present they use their
blessing. Amen.
We feel t h a t t h e Lord would have us sleeping room as their school room. -We
write you a letter and perhaps i t will have just reseived our first five dollars
contain some things that will interest towards a school building, without any
you. You know t h a t we can never be- intimation t h a t we were in need of one.
come too much interested. The Lord's Their cook house is a small shed a t one
work is of such great importance that we end of t h e house. The boys' house is
NOAH . A N D MARY ZOOK.
should do all we;can to rush i t forward. much t h e same as the girls. T h e older
Stevensville, Ont., Aug. 2 1901.
We are here in this land trying to rescue children are appointed to look after t h e
children from, not only a natural death, little ones.
BUFFALO MISSION.
Morning and evening these children
Report for June and July ending August 1. but also an eternal death. They are
dying spiritually as well as bodilv, and have their devotional services, they are
DONATIONS.
A Sister, Clarence Center, N. Y
$ 1 00 need to be taught t h e way of eternal taught Bible stories and t h e principles'
Sister O. Mavtin.Clarenoe Center, N. Y.
1 00 life as we>L; as we* Now while we areof t h e religion of our Lord Jesus. On SunJohn Book, Buffalo, N. Y
2 00 doing what we can on this side of the day we have Sunday school for them and
AJBrother, Ontario
2 00 globe, God has also something for you to a special service. I wish you could be
Melvin Sider, Ontario
50 do on t h a t side. Numbers have been present in some of these meetings and
hear these children pray, sing, and give
Alvin Winger, Clarence Center, N. Y.
50 doing what they could in giving of their
in their- testimonies. Some of them
pennies
for
t
h
e
support
of
some
child,
Bro. Landis, P a
100
have been grandly converted and give
while
many
others
have
given
of
their
A Brother, Ontario
50
good testimonies.
money
for
other
purposes,that
other
parts
Bal. on hand from last report
49 50
of the work might be carried on. This
Go with me now to t h e meeting. We
Total
$58 00 is all very essential in the Lord's work. see perhaps two of them on their feet a t
Money is good in its place, but money a time. This was the case just shortly
EXPENSES
Coal and wood
$ 4 50 will not take t h e place of PRAYER. when we had this kind of a meeting.
S 8 supplies
2 50 I want to ask t h a t those who can would Here are some of t h e testimonies t h a t
Lumber and gasoline
4 00 join with us in prayer the first Sunday of were copied by one of the workers.
Provisions and other necessaries
27 00 every month, for t h e salvation of t h e Sankaria (a boy aboutl4 years): "When
children in t h e Premanada Home, and we were in our own country we did not
-Total •:'.-'.•••: ......
$ 38 00 for t h e people of t h e surrounding com- have any thing to eat, Did we boys?
Balance on hand
$20 CO munity and t h a t God would grant to us (Boys ans. "No.") We did not know anyWe are still looking t o t h e Lord for a door of utterance amongst them.
thing about God. Now God has brought
precious souls to rescue and do not feel
Now you must take a-walk with me us to this beautiful place, and He gives
discouraged. Hope t h e dear Brethren around our compound and see how these us food, clothes, and peace in our hearts.
will remember the Mission.
children live. They do not live as you I thank God for peace in my heart."
but according to their own custom. We
. ,
j w HOOVER and WORKERS.
Charu (a boy about 15 years. H e wants
will first take a visit to t h e girla' house. t o n e a preacher): "When I was in my
9S.Ka.vU; St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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country I only worshipped idols made 2.-41). When the ten horns bore sway, prophetic features of the fourth empire?
of mud and stone, and God left us with- it was in Europe (Dan. 7:24). On Euro- We reply (1) Separate rulers existing iu
out anything to eat. Here we have pean soil the Mohammedan scourge that strength and weakness side by side. (2)
learned about Jesus, and he has given us began in Asia reached t h e zenith of its A still hunt for power, with assumptions
food and clothes, and all t h a t we need. power, and established and still holds of peace. (3) Abnormal military preparaToday I have much peace. I thank God its seat. Here the Dark Ages of Popish tions fostered by diabolical agencies.
for it. I want to learn more."
misrule brooded like a nightmare. Here "The wise shall understand" this from
Toru (a girl about 13): "When I was the great body of martyrs were slain, and divine prophecies. There is rrot a comin my own country I knew nothing the Reformation broke out. About all mentator on Daniel and John, but what
about Jesus. When I came here I of the symbols of Revelation represent sees the age will go out in angry strife
learned about Him and He has given me Europeau political action and church antagonisms, boastings, and terrific
much peace, and forthis I want to praise history therein. When the last vestige judgments. No student of the sacred
of earthly empire disappears, it seems to book" can fail to see this. Details need not
His Name. Every day He blesses me.''
Shotto Gulam (a boy about 12): " I vanish from Europe as from a great be entered upon. We call attention to
thank God for this nice place, nice central stage. When a little prior to the auomally of an armed peace, a
bouses, clothes, and good food. God the doom of the kingdom by the Stone, pacific war uprising foretold to occur
gives me peace and I want to live for there appears in t h e iron empire t h e prior to the coming day of Christ: a
mingled features of strength and weak- loud cry of peace and peaceful intentions,
Him."
Surejwan (a boy about 11): " I thank ness, the exhibition is made in Europe- u«ing oily words, and assuring the masses
God for bringing me to this nice place. Out of Europe the Turk is driven to his of pacific motives and coming better
I lost my peace, b u t God has given i t "end,"—from Europe Babylon sinks in dayt-; making preparations for war on a
back to me again. I want to learn more "fire" (Rev. 18). No one ever supposed s^ale more gigantic than any hitherto
the things we have just named have known in human history; angry a t heart
about Jesus."
More of them might be given b u t their location in Africa. Asia,or America in their distresses and perplexities, and
space will not permit and 1 fear you will Today, Europe, which is b u t old Rome filled with lust for power; caring little
get tired if my letter is too long. There prolonged in diverse sovereignties, do- for the weal of Christendom, and intent
are quite a number in t h e home t h a t minates the world. I t s great powers upon the gratification of a mad ambiprofess to have found the Lord and some hold the destiny of t h e Eastern Hemi- tion. Such is the state of things today,
of them are quite small—about 5 and 6 spere in their bands. England and and the strain is hourly increasing. Kings
years old. These children know when Russia alone own and control not only have ever exhibited such characters, but
they have peace in their hearts and half of Asia, but one-third of the entire never to t h a t degree now attained in
when they have not. Some of the chil- globe. I t is to Europe then t h a t we Europe. The situation is peculiar.
dren t h a t have been with us and took must look for the latest political phases Peace, peace, said every king a t New
sick and died have died with peace iD described in prophecy belonging to t h e Year's, 1889. And t h e monstrous extheir hearts and undoubtedly are gone years of time. On its historic soil the hibition of force in combination with
to be with Jesus. How grand i t will be throes of expiring world-kingdoms will untold increase of knowledge and marwhen we go to meet Jesus and find a lot be seen in struggles that willjconvulse velous advance of t h e science of war,
of these children there. One little girl the globe. The aggregated beastly col- goes right ou. i t presents a spectacle
lossus t h a t arrays its forces against our among the nations never seen on earth
died pointing her finger to heaven.
Lord in p last conflict for supremacy, before. I t is ominous of dreadful days
Now I will close for this time. D o n ' t
goes to its death from old Europe. T h e at hand.
forget to pray. Eph. 6:19, Heb. 13:20,21.
latest, mightiest scenes of time are here
Yours for India's lost.
"When they shall say Peace and
enacted. Hence every political change,
D . w . ZOOK.
aspect, token, is to be watched by the safety, then sudden destruction cometh
Note, When these children speak of
waiting church of Jesus, who is not in upon them, and they shall not escape,"
being in their own country i t should be
darkness t h a t his day should overtake (1 Thess. 5:3). The entire connection of
remembered'that some of these children
her as a thief (1 Thess. 5:1). Today the the passage relates to t h e coming of the
were brought from other districts a
situation is critical and intensely in- Lord. The "sudden destruction" is by
distance of 1300 miles, N. Z.
teresting as all admit. T h a t world- him. "They," says Eaucett, (Com.) are
powers
are "with" Christ, none can as- "the men of the world." They are crying
JESUS IS OOMING.
sert; t h a t as nations they are "against" the lullaby a t the very moment Christ
Him is plain (Matt. 12:30). The Bible comes. Security is fancied; safety is asThe End of this Age Approaching.
is everywhere, b u t neither ruler nor sured. Tomorrow will come; its abundUROPE is t h e central theater of ruled will come under the Lord's rule. ance will be more than is today's. Carefamiliar sacred prophecies. On i t sHence He dooms them as already shown. lessness rules the hour; the sleepers sleep;
soil was exhibited the fourth world-em- Every kingdom is encased in armor: the drinkers are drunken. Like Belsuazzar,
pire. Here Roman rule began its sway: restless crowds, masses, and classes of the hour of doom is struck while men
here was t h e famed metropolis, the unchristian men surge up against thrones think all is well. Like Pharoah, the
Eternal city. Asia was once t h e seat hostile to truth and holiness. T h e dream of safety and conquest is proof empire, but long ago it moved west- powers are cruel, extravagant, grasping, longed till the blow falls in judgment.
ward into Europe. On European soil jealous, beastly, warring,—all this and His coming as a thief teaches the same
Rome was disintegrated and broken up more. And all will soon be set aside for solemn lesson. (Rev. 16:15). The foreinto ten dynasties. Here the-Papacy a "just" ruler (2 Sam. 23:3), all swept told "sudden coming," and t h e comarose and villainously flourished for by the -'King of kings" (Rev. 17:14).
mand to watch and not sleep, is in a
more than a thousand years. Pagan and
like strain. (Mark 13:37). They is not
Pope were in turn enthroned in Europe.
We need not here gather up from the waiting flock,—it is t h e world, the
When t h e ten toes appeared on t h ehistory t h e course of Babylon, Persia, kings, the evil nations. Never did t h e
pietallic image, i t was in Europe (Dan. Greece and Rome. What are the latest armed giants sing peace so charmingly
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as at New Years. Never were words
and deeds so inconsistent. Never was
peace prophesied amid such mutterings
of coming wars.
"Proclaim ye this among the Gentiles
prepare for war, wake up the mighty
men; let all the men of war draw near."
(Joel 3:9-17). Read it all.
A world-wide Gentile movement. I t
includes " a l l " the Gentile armies: peace
and ploughshare go down: war and the
spear are on the top. I t is the time of
the hour of ripe harvest. I t is the time
of the descent of God's "mighty ones,"
the holy angels. I t is a day of wickedness: the harvest is reaped. (Rev.
14:17-20). The harvest is the end
of the age. (Matt. 13:39). The throne
of the "Judge" appears. Tne Valley of
Jehoeaphat is the place of judgment.
Jehosaphat means'-Jehovah's judgment."
I t is also "the valley of Decision."
(Gesenius, the "Valley of Judgment.")
The judgment areas are the same. All
the nations are gathered-here—it is the
great judgment day. But prior to its
coming, all national resources, all
modern energies are forced into the
channels of war. Agriculture is neglected
for military life. Where the ploughshare
should run, the sword is waiting for
blood. T h e millions are in camp, and
their lords cry peace. The strong are
there; so also is the "weak." (Dan 2:42),
and "the weak say, I am strong." (Joel
3:10). Everything culminates in the
judgment on the Gentile "nations."
(Matt. 25:31,32). What a picture is this
of the present attitude of the world!
I t bristles with arms!

of the world is at stake, but Christ conquers (Rev. 17:14; 19:11-21).
Once more. Rev. 11:15-18. I t is the
seventh and last trump, It is r u t a
gospel trump, but it is a "woe" trumpet.
(Rev. 8:12). I t touches the resurrection
of the dead, the judgment day, and the
era of wrath on the earth's destroyers.
Who are these? Answer: the (ethne)
nations, crowd, classes and kings. (Liddell
Lex.) Right at this epoch, before it,
•'The nations were angry." A scene of
belicose races, wars between classes,
strife betwixt ruler and ruled, animosities, rivalries, jealousies, riots, mobs,
plots, conspiracies, go on amid the giant
preparation impending strifes on fields
of battle. Thus do the Scriptures show
that the national aspects when Christ is
ready to show himself Potentate of the
earth, is deceitful promises of peace along
with lierculean preparations for war.
Do we see exactly this picture In our
time? Rather, is not this picture of
these "last tremendous days" drawn long
ago by the pen of inspired prophets complete? Surely it is only the hand of an
omniscient God t h a t can so long beforehand portray the situation so correctly.
When did we ever in times past see every
king with his hand on the sword hilt,
every mighty man armed cap-a-pie, every
cannon ready to smoke, every war chariot
ready to roll, every soldier ready to march
to the front, every war ship ready to
weigh anchor—all this with boastful,
crafty assertions of peace and safety on
deceiving lips—as we see it now? Did
history and prophecy ever tally so well?
All civilized men see, hear, feel, and
know these things. Aud every aspect
warrants the expectation of the coining
back to earth of the Son of Man. The
hour of crisis cannot he far away. All
are warned in love to be ready.—D. T.
Taylor in the World's Crisis.

"And I saw three unclean spirits * * *
They are the, spirits of demons working
miracles which go forth unto the kings
of the whole world, to gather them
together unto the war of t h a t great
day of God the Almighty. Behold I
come as a thief." (Rev. 16:13-15). A later
prophecy. I t is under a vial of wrath,
the sixth vial. I t includes Armageddon;
it decides the fate of our world. Christ
comes as a thief; the Bride is warned.
Satanic miracles hardened Egypt before
her destruction; Satan filled Palestine
with demons at our Lord's first coming.
Nou, Satan, unseen and secretly,
crowds the world with demons. The
air diabolized. The war-making spirit
is provoked and augmented. The world
is filled with delusion and deception.
To the kings in particular do the spirits
go. They are strangely aroused. I t is
a world-wide irruption and invasion < t
demons to stir up war. I t is Satan's last
effort; he musters the infernal host. I t
Is hell in array against the Prince of
Peace. I t is, writes Faucett, "the signal
for Christ's coming." Now the kingship
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DIE HOFFNUNG.
In das arme Menschenleben
Hat der Herr naoh seiner macht
Eine Freundin una gegeben,
Die verklart die finstre Nacht,
Die uns Pruhlingsblnmen spriesen
Selbst nooh laszt ira Wustensand,
Und den Jugendbrunnen Flieszen
Macht, wenn langst die Kraft entschwand.
Hoffnung fnhrt mit starken Handen
Selbst uns an des Abgrunds Rand,
Und -will alles tn-Btloa enden,
Doch sie einen AuBweg fa d,
Hoffnung schlagt die luft'ge Brucke
Zu dem nie erreichten Ziel,
Laszt uns t r a u m e " von dem Glticke,
Wenn der FUSE auch strauehelend fiel.
Hoffnung t r a g t dem Wegemtiden
Seine allza sohwere Last
Und gieszt lindernd holden Frieden
In des Herzens Angst and Hnst,
Hoffnung stahlt zu neuem Eingen
Jeden Arm, der zagend sinkt,
Hoffnung leiht dem Oeist die Schwingen,
Zeigt die Krone, die ihm wiikt.
Und wenn dunkel und verborgen
Deiue Zukunft vor dir liegt,
Hoffnung went hinweg die Sorgen,
Hoffnung froh vertrauend siegt;
Und dein Bhok fliegt in die Feme,
Der in Thrauen trwbe war,
Hoffnung zeigt jn gold'ne Sterne
Dir an deinem Hiinmel klar.
—Julius

Sothfeld.

Wie weit ist es bis zur Holle? Ein
junger, reicher Herr, dem es aber sehr
an christli.chen Anstand fehlte, besuchte
einst ein Kohlenbergwerk. Ein junger
Bergmann, welcher den Herrn Jesu herzlich liebte, wurde ihm als Fulirer beigegebeu. Der junge Mann furte eine so
unchristliche, gemeineSprache und lasterteeinige Mahlesoubergottliche Dinge,
dasz sich der Bergmann ganz entsetzte.
Je tlefersie in den Schacht hiueinstiegen,
desto gro=zer wurde die Warme, und endlicli brach ihnen der Schweisz aus alien
Poren aus. — "Oh," rief der junge Herr
mlt elnem Flpche aus, "bier ist's
aber hesz! Ich mochte wissen, wie weit
es von hier noch bis zur Holle ist!" —
"Genau weis ich die Entfernung nicht
anzugeben," entgegnete der Bergman,
"aber wenn ein Glied dieser Kette bricht,
dann werden Sie in einer Minute dort
sein!" —Die kraftige Antwort wurde
das Mittel, denn jungen Flucher zur Erkenntuisz zu bringen, und von dem Tage
an suchte er dem zukitnftigen Zorn zu
entfliehen. —Steht es nicht bei jedem
unbekehrten Menschen so, das " nur ein
Schritt, ein Athemzug zwischen ihm
und der Holle ist?"—Selected.
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the late Abram Barnhart, of Bertie.
Age 53 aud one son, all married. The deceased lost
years, 4 months and 9 days. Sister Dean his life very suddenly by being crushed beHe sat by a furnace of seven-fold heat,
was a faithful member of the Brethern tween a traction engine and a thresher.
As He watched by the precious ore,
church for 20 years, She leaves a husband Brother Kettering was buried on Friday, the
And closer He bent with a searching gaze
and 8 children, 3 sons and 5 daughters, t o 26th. The main services were conducted at
As He heated it more and more.
mourn the loss of a kind companion and his home Jackson township, Stark Co., O.,
He knew He had ore that could stand the test', mother. Her remains were laid away on whf-re a large concourse of friends and
And He wanted the finest gold
Sabbath afternoon in the cemetery adjoin- neighbors collected to show their last reTo mold as a crown for the King to wear,
ing the Brethern church, after obsequies spects to a fellow-man, whom they seemed
Set with gems of price untold.
He was bur ed at the
improved from 2 :d Corinthians, 5:1-10, by greatly to respect.
So He laid our gold in the burning fire,
A. Bearss to a large concourse of sympa- Vally Chapel cemetery, ten 'miles from his
Tho' we fain would have said Him "Nay," thizing friends and neighbors.
home, where also a large congregation was
And He watched the dross that we had not
awaiting the arrival of the funeral processseen,
HEISE.—Died at her home near Hamlin, ion, where also short services were conductAs it melted and passed away.
Kansas, on July 25th, 1901, Sister Mary En- ed by Rev. W. 0- Baker and Rev. W. B.
And the gold grew brighter and yet more gle Heise, wife cf Brother A J. Heise, aged Summers. Scripture lesson. J o b .14; Text,
bright,
33 years, 7 months and 10 days. The Sister Matt. 24:44. Brother Kettering was the son
But our eyes were so dim with tears,
was the only daughter of Elder Jesse and of Rev. Jacob and Sister Nancy Kettering,
We saw but the fire—not the Master's hand, Sister Elizabeth Engle, and was born in formerly of Morrison's Cove, and later of
And questioned with anxious fears.
Cumberland county, Pa., D e c , 15, 1867.Stark county, Ohio.
Yet our gold shone out with richer glow
Her christian experience dates from her 6th
i s it mirrored a Form above,
year. At 13 she became a member of the
OUR PREMIUM BIBLE.
That bent o'er the fire, t h o ' unseen by us,
Church of the Brethren in Christ, and lived a
With a look of ineffable love.
consistant christian life since that time. She
We are able to offer to our subscribers a
Can we think that it pleases His loving heart was married to Brother A. J. Heise, of Ham- good COMBINATION BIBLE with the EVANlin, Kansas., December, 13, 1888. A sorrow- GELICAL VISITOR at a small cost. F o r $ 3 . 2 5 ( I N To cause us a moment's pain?
DEX, FIFTY CENTS EXTRA) we will send the
Ah! no, but He saw through the present cross owing husband and 5 young children, a Bible prepaid to any address in the United
mother and 7 brothers mourn her departure. States or Canada, a i d the EVANGELICAL V I S I The bliss of eternal gain.
Funeral services were held on July 28, at the TOE for one year. This offer holds good for
So He -waited there with a watchful eye,
Brethern's M. H., near the home, conducted renewals as well as new subscribers.
With a love that is strong and sure,
The special feature of this Bible is that it
And His gold did not suffer a bit more heat, by Elder L. B. Worcester, of Tabor, Iowa,
gives the AUTHORIZED and REVISED VERSIONS
and Brother Geo- Detwiler.
Than was needed t o make i t pure.
of the Bible in one volume, without increas—Sel.
ing Size or Weight, or Diminishing Size of
BENTZEL.—George Stuart Bentzel, only Type. It is Self-Pronouncing.—A Teacher'*
child of George and Ollie Bentzel, was born Bible which, without omitting a feature or
MARRIED.
disturbing the Text, points out all the words
Oct. 31st, 1900, and died at the home of its and passages wherin the two versions differ,
WEBER-HALES—On July 16. 1901, at the grand parents, near Maple Grove, Clark giving the Revised Version of each at foot of
Mission, Buffalo, N. Y., Brother J . W. Hoo- oounty. Ohio, on July 24th, 1901, ag«d 8 Page.
ver officiating. Mr. Severn Weber and Miss months and 24 days. Little Stuart had been
Anna Haley, both of Buffalo, N. Y., were ailing for three months and suffered much.
Funeral service was conducted by Elder J.
united in holy wedlock.
B. Wingert.
Interment in New Carlisle
cemetery. - .
OUR DEAD.

THE REFINER'S FIRE.

REIST—Catherine Reist, wife of Brother
Peter Reist, Breslau, Ont., was born April
11, 1832, and died July I t , 1901, aged 69
yeras, 3 months and 3 days. She was the
mother of 7 children, 1 son and 6 daughters, of whom four daughters are yet living.
Her last end was peaceful—no fear of death.
WELSH.—Died, on July 25, 1901, Uzilla
Welsh, youngest daughter of Brother and
Sister Welsh, of Buffalo, N. Y., aged 8 months
and 7 days. The little girl was a bright
child. But the Lord took her to Himself.
The disease was Spinal sfenengitis. The
funeral took place on the 27th, at their
home, 35 Bradley street, Buffalo, conducted by J . W. Hoover.
Text, "What is your
life?" James 4th chapter and 14th verse, also
Rev. 14th chapter.
Interment took place at
the Pine Hill cemetery.
DEAN.—Died on the 25th of July, at Stevenville, Ontario, Sister Elizabeth Dean,
wife of Benjamin Dean, and daughter of

"Stuart, thou wast mild and lovely,
Gentle as the summer breeze,
Pleasant as the air of evening.
When it floats among the trees.

Dearest Stuart, thou hast left us!
Here thy loss we deeply feel;
But 'tis God t h a t bath bereft us,
He can all our sorrows heal.
Yet again we hope to meet thee,
When the day of life is fled,
Then in Heaven with joy to greet thee,
When no farewell tear is shed."
KETTERING.—William Kettering was
born in Bedford county, March 22, 1847, aud
departed this life July 23, 1901, aged 53
years, 4 months and one day.
On Oct. 5, 1870, he was united in marriage
to Susan Landis aud soon afterwards united
with the "Brethern in Christ' 1 under the pastorate of Elder Joseph Hershey, of Valley
Chapel, and remained a faithful brother until death overtook him. This union was
blessed with three children, two daughters
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